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The present study comprises two main parts: a case
study (Chapter V) and a survey (Chapters VI and VII). The
objective is to study the planning, development,
implementation and evaluation of computerised personnel
information systems (CPIS) in Hong Kong from the human
resources management perspective.
Literature review (Chapters III and IV) shows that
similar past MBA graduate papers were inadequate in
methodology and lacked gen,eralisability about their
findings in case studies. Therefore, the present study
draws its insights from a case study to design a
questionnaire for a subsequent survey.
The Case Study (Chapter V) reveals that the impact of
personnel policies, corporate management philosophy,
organisational structure, role of the personnel department
in project development, as well as psychological and
cultural factors, are relevant to computerised personnel
information system development.
Besides, the traditional System Development Life
Cycle (SDLC) Model was found not to be followed in
computerised personnel information system development.
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One of the main hypotheses drawn from the Case Study
is that human resources management professionals' level of
computer literacy may be related to the degree of
adherence to the SDLC Model in system development.
However, the Key Survey Findings (Chapter VII) did not
support this postulate.
Another objective of the survey is to see whether or
not cultural and psychological dimensions are relevant in
computerised personnel information system development. It
was found that, except for human resources management
professionals in people-oriented, industries such as
hotels, these aspects were not of significant concern.
A set of recommendations for computerised personnel
information system development is then given in Chapter
IX. It includes the proposal for the development of a
personalised computerised personnel information system.
The survey findings conclude that applications are
still limited and not advanced. The focus are only on
employee personal records and salary and benefits
administration. Functions such as decision support,
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Computer application in business management has
already become an irreversible trend. A new kind of
automation using the so-called expert systems is taking
on a corporate role. They promise to change the ways in
which people work with machines. By making expert systems
available to large groups of people, companies are now
starting to tap a new set of' benefits from technology,
including quality, consistency, communication and training
(Smart Advice from Dumb Machines, The Economist, 11th-
17th February 1989, pp. 59-60). Human resources
management is also not immune to global technological
changes.
Computerisation in Human Resources Management
Despite many advantages, personnel departments have
been slow to computerise for -more than payroll accounting
(Spooner, 1986, pp. 98-101). An overview of computerised
personnel information systems (CPIS) documents a checkered
history (Walker, 1982, pp. 4-8). Although examples have
been quoted as successfully computerising certain
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personnel functions, it has been difficult to cost-justify
computerisation in the human resources realm (Hill,
Naumann Chervany, 1983, pp. 200-202 Taylor, 1983, pp.
33-39). Therefore, the application areas are limited.
Current Focus
Integration of payroll with personnel data is the
current emphasis (Anonymous, 1986, pp. 104-108). The
trend of hardware use in computerised personnel
information systems is toward increased applications on
microcomputers (Richards-Carpenter, 1987, pp. 51-52).
On the other hand, it was found that computer
utilisation is greater in larger personnel departments.
Hence, big business organisations have the greatest
capability to computerise their personnel departments.
Yet, computerised personnel information systems are seen
more as a tool for routine clerical tasks than for
management activity (Hall Torrington, 1986, pp. 3-7).
The Hong Kong Scene
Computerisation had a late start in Hong Kong
(Moriguti, 1978, p. 103). Information resource management
is only a modest development compared to Singapore
(Sircar, Rao Choudhury, 1987, pp. 1-11). Yet, up-to-
date surveys on the status of computerisation in the
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territory are sketchy. In addition, the Hong Kong
Institute of Personnel Management has not conducted any
survey on the use of computerised personnel information
systems in Hong Kong. Therefore, the present study
attempts to supplement previous studies on similar topics.
According to Moriguti, banking led the field in
computer usage in Hong Kong. Education was cited as a
possible prime factor which influenced the extent of
computerisation in Hong Kong. In particular, education of
management was concluded as being of utmost importance.
The adverse attitude towards computerisation stemmed
mainly from lack of education in the field of Electronic
Data Processing (E.D.P.), which made the values of
computerisation and its benefits unappreciated (Ibid., pp.
1n*i-1nq)_
A local study indicated that human resources
management was only ranked fourth in terms of frequency of
computer use (Ng, 1983, p. 18). Many studies have
offered various explanations for the reason behind this
neglect by local executives, Negative perception,
technological illiteracy, organisational reasons, and ever
social factors, are given as possible justifications.
However, a paradox reveals that human resources
management users have the highest score in attitude
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towards computer applications (Ibid., p. 24). Tnere is
also a commonly held view that firms in the computer or
information-technology industry have the most advanced and
comprehensive computerised personnel information systems.
Consequently, personnel management professionals' computer
literacy may be a moderating variable that influences
attitudes towards computer applications in human resources
management.
Based on the above study, the present paper will
approach the problem by studying the development of local
computerised personnel information systems mainly from the
human resources management perspective, rather than from E
system development point of view. Hence, the present
study will aim at examining the dimensions and theoretical




THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Analysis of the Problems
Personnel management involves a lot of record-keeping
activities which have long been done manually. It is
evident that a manual personnel records system is
cumbersome and error-prone. Commercially developed
systems (Appendix 2.01) can claim to solve the
administrative problems personnel managers face
perennially.
The greatest obstacle lies not on the availability of
systems but in the ignorance and inexperience of the human
r
resources management profession about CPIS and its
requirements and functions.
However,- defining the requirements of a CPIS is
inseparable from questions about the role played by the
personnel department, which has undergone spectacular
changes (Fitz-enz, 1984, pp. 3-6). Establishing whether a
CPIS meets the requirements of the organisation in general
and, the personnel department in particular, is critical.
It may pave the way for transforming the role of the
personnel department or it may lead to an expensive
6
fiasco.
On the other hand, Hong Kong is now plagued by the
problem of a mass exodus of its talents to other countries
such as Canada and Australia.1 Turnover has become an
important organisational issue (Tam, 1984, pp. 1-4).
Under this circumstance, with a view to utilising their
human resources efficiently and effectively, local
corporations have shown a growing interest in computerised
personnel information systems. Likewise, the integration
of manpower planning with other business planning to
achieve corporate goals means computerised personnel
information systems will become a useful support (Graham
Tuan 1988. DD. 21-22).
Definitions
The definitions used throughout this paper are
presented here:
(i) Computerised Personnel Information System
Conceptually speaking, a CPIS may be defined as a
computer-based method for collecting, storing,
maintaining, retrieving, and validating certain data
needed by an organisation about its employees, applicants
1 See Bibliography for a list of documentation related to
the brain drain issue.
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and former employees (Walker, 1982, p. 16). This
definition focuses on the operating process of the CPIS
and adds a temporal dimension to the database held.
This is directly related to addressing the objectives
of a computerised personnel information system. The CPIS
should aim at catering to the needs of the human resources
department by computerising the following personnel areas
(Appendix 2.02, adapted from Tung, p. 29):




(e) Benefits package data and
(f) Management information.
(ii) Traditional System Development Life Cycle
The theoretical approach used by system developers
consists of seven steps: feasibility study, requirement
definition, system specification, system design, program
design and development, system test, and implementation
(Appendix 2.03).
Feasibility study assesses the problem, its scope,
and its ranking in the organisation's priorities (Gupta,
1988, p. 13).
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Requirement definition consists of the analysis of
the current system and the detailed identification of the
scope of the new system (via defining its major functions)
through data gathering and interviews with users (Ibid.,
p. 14).
system specification is the translation of user
requirements into data-processing requirements (Ibid.).
System design deals with how the ..system
specifications will be met. Software and hardware
requirements are defined. The flow of the processes and
data in the system, incorporating timing constraints and
processing sequences, is identified,(Ibid.).
Program design and development is the stage at which
system programs are created (Ibid.).
System test is the step when programs are tested
separately to check for completeness and accuracy, and
then again in conjunction with related programs (Ibid.).
Implementation refers to changing existing procedures
to accommodate the new system (Ibid.).
(iii) Traditional Project Development Management
Framework
System development projects are visualised as a
hierarchy of related tasks, people, and decisions that are
branched according to the particular problem the project
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is attempting to solve. One of the key components is
project phasing, which refers to the branching of project
task into sub-tasks (Spiegler Tsirulnikov, pp. 349-350).
(iv) Fourth-Generation Languages (4GLs)
A variety of computer-using languages. They are very
close to English or other human languages, and are
tailored to users and user applications. Other features
include interactive programming and conversational
computing. Other synonyms for 4GL include natural
language, very-high-level language (VHLL), non-procedural





Review of Past Graduate MBA Studies
A lot of studies on human resources planning, control
or forecasting systems were conducted by past MBA
graduates of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Ang,
1986 Chan, 1979; Chiang & Yung, 1984; Ma, 1979; Ng,
1983).
However, they were predominantly descriptive in
nature. Apart from their narrow focus on only a
particular aspect of human resources management, they had
not touched the core essence of its computerisation and
the ensuing problems encountered. Therefore, their
studies were inadequate with respect to two areas, namely,
generalisability and methodology.
Degree of Generalisability
Nearly all studies focused on "a manpower resource
planning system called Administrative Resource Planning
System (ARPS) in the General Administration Department of
the South East Asia Regional Headquarters of a large
office equipment and computer corporation" (Ang, 1986, p.
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57). As a corollary, apart from the repetitive reference
to the same system, their studies were inadequate in
practical insights (Ma, 1979; Chan, 1986 Ang, 1986). In
a nutshell, it is important to note that their studies did
not comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the system
studied.
In Chan's study, it is doubtful that the issues
raised in managing human resources in a specific.. multi-
national corporation is generalisable to other MNCs (Chan,
pp. 45-47).
One study entitled "Personal Computer-Based
Management Information System" (Chiang & Yung, 1984)
covers only the design of a PC-based multi-data-base
system for a specific department of a small business.
However, the development of a large-scale computer-based
system for an MNC has not been adequately touched in the
body of literature.
Methodology
In Ang's paper (1986), although Chapter II is related
to the study of computer-based Decision Support System
(DSS) utilisation in Hong Kong's business sector, the
small size of the sample and the narrow scope of
industries may reduce the generalisability of its
findings (Ibid., p. 23).
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Moreover, it devotes the whole of Chapter III to
merely describing the case about implementation of the
manpower resources planning system, without generalising
the survey findings. On the other hand, the case study
was not invoked to either support or refute the findings.
In terms of methodology, the present research will
thereby carry out the case study first and draw any
insights from the observations to design a questionnaire
to conduct the subsequent survey.
General Literature Review
Importance of Adequate User Requirement Definition
Designing systems that. meet user requirements still
remains the basic problem in computerising personnel
functions. The majority of new system failures can be
attributed to inadequate requirement definitions. Not
only is this the most common source of system failure, it
is the most costly to correct (Gupta, 1988). An ill-
defined system can nullify the time and manpower savings
to personnel administrators (Darany, 1984, pp. 451-473).
A survey indicated that getting management
information system and data processing departments to
understand the computer needs of their personnel
colleagues were among the problems encountered in
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computerising personnel functions (Magnus & Grossman, pp-
42-48).
Impact of Personnel Policies
Even though the user requirements and specifications
have been well heeded, an unclear or incoherent set of
personnel policies in a particular realm may make it
unfeasible for computerisation. This highlights the
importance of user involvement in designing a CPIS
(Taylor, 1983, pp. 33-39). For example, non-standard and
highly variable over-time payment policy can render
computerisation in this area untenable and uneconomical.2
The impact of personnel policy on computerised
personnel information development has not been adequately
discussed. However, user requirements stem'directly from
personnel policies.
The computerised personnel information system should
be designed to fit a set of personnel policies. Certain
priorities or groups of policies must be coherently
reflected in relevant files. This hypothesis of the
relationship between emphasised personnel-functional areas
and system files will be investigated in this study.
2 For details, see Chapter V Case Study.
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Likewise, the payroll system will to a large extent
hinge upon the number and type of compensation packages,
which are also personnel policy-related.
organisational structure
Another consideration in selecting an appropriate
computerised personnel information system is organisation
structure. A centralised management structure has a
different need for its personnel information than a
decentralised one.
A decentralised organisational structure tends to
have a decentralised personnel administration. Besides,
security of data storage and retrieval at the subsidiary
level may be an additional issue. This will necessitate
the adoption of either a distributed processing network or
a centralised personnel information system. The latter
however is contradictory to the practice of decentralised
personnel policy. The above issues will become weighty
when the organisation is undergoing restructuring. The
considerations in this realm can best be illustrated in
Chapter V (Case Study).
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Critique of the Traditional system
Development Cycle Model
Problem of User-System Developer Communication
The System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) draws its
main criticism from not using working models of the system
so that users cannot define their actual needs to system
developers in the most familiar terms.
Also from user's point of view, the graphic and
narrative documentation employed in SDLC is an inadequate
medium to depict what actually happens in the system
development. The result is a technical barrier between
user and system specialists and a lot of misunderstandings
can be traced to this cause (Gupta, 1988, p. 16).
Theory versus Practice
Theoretically speaking, it is commonly shared by
both practitioners and system development theorists that
the SDLC is basically a linear model. This means the
system development steps should be sequentially progressed
from one to another.
However, the theme of this paper argues that
sometimes this may not be the case. The SDLC is a dynamic
model, involving a continuous interaction and overlapping
16
between the different system development steps.
Therefore, in practice it is a non-linear model, where
some of its steps can be by-passed while later steps can
precede earlier ones.
Role of Human Resources Department
Indeed, in a computerised system development project,
the role of the personnel department is usually described
as a user who receives advice from system specialists
(Williams Rowe, 1988, p. 6). Though Spiegler and
Tsirulnikov have provided their perceptive insight into
the problem of co-residence, they have not mentioned that
a system end-user can play an active leading role on
system development projects.3
In other words, human resources management
professionals should assume the dual role of a project
leader and an end-user in computerised personnel
information system development. This is particularly
important when organisational politics comes into play and
may interfere with project development. Leadership on the
user's side can ensure that absolute project control rests
with the personnel department.
3 In project control where project roles assigned to one
person are taken over and performed by another is called
co-residence (Spiegler & Tsirulnikov, 1988, pp. 350).
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Psychological Dimensions of System Design
Mason and Mitroff suggest the following
characteristic of an information system: "an information
system consists of at least one PERSON of a certain
PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE who faces a PROBLEM with some
ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT for a solution and that the
evidence is made available to him through some MODE OF
PRESENTATION." (Spiegler & Tsirulnikov, 1988, p. 350).
Critics argue that computerised systems are
dehumanising and stress-inducing, and will trigger a
return to Taylorism and turn offices into information
sweat-shops (Grant, Higgins & Irving, 1988, p. 39).
Hence, an information system has a psychological dimension
built into its design that must be considered during the
planning stage. This phenomenon is popularly and
frequently referred to as "computerphobia."
"Computerphobia" can possibly be traced to the
following categories: (i) a genuine fear of computers
owing to their apparent omnipotence (ii) an apprehension
of damaging the system; (iii) an anxiety of learning
incapability along with lack of computer knowledge; and
(iv) jargons and computerese (Hall-Sheely, 1986, pp. 26-
40).
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All the above can be attributed to inexperience and
the lack of contact with and limited knowledge about
computers. Consequently, it is suggested that every
personnel manager should be computer-literate (Meyer,
1984, pp. 58-62).
But all these discussions focus on the reactions to
computers in general. One of the objectives of this
paper, however, is to investigate the psychological
reactions of human resources management professionals to
such variables as file structure may have on the
perception of the CPIS.
Evidently, more empirical research is needed to
improve the understanding of the development of CPIS in





The current study is divided into three phases:
Phase 1- Case Study
Phase 2- Survey
Phase 3- Recommendation Formulation
Phase 1- Case Study
Prior to conducting a territory-wide survey, a case
computerised personnel information system for the regional
headquarters of a multi-national corporation in Hong Kong
is examined.
The main purpose of the case study is to shed more
light on the key variables that should be included in the
subsequent questionnaire for the territory-wide survey.
The aim is to sharpen the questionnaire design and achieve
parsimony so that the most relevant information can be
collected. This is in contradistinction to common
research., studies which either rely solely on a case study
to generalise conclusions or results, or employ only a
survey -to justify the hypotheses set forth. The
study pertaining to the experience of developing a
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methodology adopted by this paper attempts to bridge the
gap between case studies and surveys. As a result, the
key concepts or variables in the case study can be
more effectively identified and operationalised ir,
developing an instrument for the survey. Therefore, the
degree of validity of the concepts operationalised in the
survey questionnaire can be further strengthened.
The present study aims at canvassing from local human
resources management professionals, views relating to
issues in developing a CPIS in the following realms: (a)
the planning, designing, testing, implementing and
evaluating of CPIS (b) the constituents of CPIS (in terms
of required files) (c) the psychological impact of CPIS
to human resources management professionals (d) the
adaptation of human resources management personnel to
CPIS and (e) the role of the human resources department
in CPIS development.
Phase 2- Territory-Wide Survey
The population of this study is defined as all
business organisations in Hong Kong.
The companies are chosen to represent a cross-section
of variables such as country of origin and industry
distribution. The firms selected are targeted to be
larger firms with 100 or more employees, preferably multi-
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national corporations, because it is unlikely that small
firms have adequate resources (both managerial and
financial) for developing computerised personnel
information systems as defined in this study.4
The territory-wide survey is scheduled to be carried
out in mid-February and is expected to be completed in
mid-March, 1989. The list of organisations is to be
obtained from professional and trade associations such as
the Hong Kong Institute of Personnel Management, the Hong
Kong General Chamber of Commerce and the American Chamber
of Commerce.
The target respondents are to be selected on the
following criterion: the organisations should preferably
have a computerised personnel information system installed
or to be installed. A simple random sample will be
adopted. The sample of corporations will primarily come
from the following strata: (a) computer- or information
technology-related industry (b) trading companies (c)
banking and financial institutions (d) manufacturing
concerns and (e) miscellaneous groups of companies in
other trades.
4 For an introductory account of MNC see Yves Doz
Introduction" in Strategic Management in Multinational
Companies, 1986, pp. 1-7).
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As the CPIS defined is geared to business
applications, non-profit-making organisations such as
tertiary educational institutions are excluded from this
study. Because of the cost and size of such systems,
small organisations will only be given the lowest priority
in sampling. The sample will consist mainly of multi-
national corporations located in Hong Kong. The country
of origin of the selected corporations will comprise the
following categories: (a) European (b) American and
Canadian (c) Japanese and Korean (d) Australasian (e)
Hong Kong and (f) Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese.
After the data have been..fully-collated, checked and
edited, the questionnaire data will be analysed by
employing the various statistical techniques available in
the SPSS-X (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences-
Release X) Program.
Phase 3- Recommendation Formulation
The statistical results generated will be analysed in
relation to the premises and findings set forth in this
study, e.g. in the literature review. The final
recommendations will be put forward by taking into account
the observations drawn in the case study. The
recommendations will serve as suggested guidelines for
local human resources management professionals to develop





The following case study aims at a detailed analysis
of the planning, development and evaluation of a
computerised personnel information system of INCHCAPE
PACIFIC LIMITED (IPL).
Special emphasis is on links with personnel policies
and corporate strategies. Specifically, the focus will be
on the problems of computerised personnel information
system development after restructuring of the company.
Company Profile
core Businesses
Inchcape Pacific Limited is the regional headquarters
for Hong Kong and the Far East of Inchcape PLC, the
British international services and marketing group.
Inchcape Pacific Limited employs about 5,000 people
in Hong., Kong. It provides specialist services and acts
as agents for internationally known manufacturers'
products-and technologies. Its core businesses are in the
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fields of business machines, consumer and industrial,
motors, wines and spirits, buying services, inspection and
testing services, insurance services and shipping services
(Classified Post, South China Morning Post, 1st April,
1989).
Organisational Structure
Inchcape Pacific's core businesses are grouped into
business streams. The business streams cut across a group
of subsidiaries called business units.
IPL is structured into the following functional
departments: (a) China (b),. Accounting (c) Business
Development (d) Company Secretarial (e) Corporate
Affairs (f) Finance (g) Personnel (h) Residential




The computerisation personnel information system
development project was phased in five stages: (a)
regional headquarters level (b) payroll system
integration (c) business unit level (d) pension
administration system integration and (e) possible
coverage-of other Asia-Pacific subsidiaries.
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In sum, the system aimed at integrating the personnel
information system, payroll system, pension administration
system, office automation and wordprocessinq.5
File Structure
The computerised personnel information system
developed by IPL is named ISAPIS (Inchcape Salary
Administration Personnel Information System). Its major




(d) Data File Maintenance
(e) Easy Input





5 This is the concept of a comprehensive personnel system
which is important to computer-based systems for human
resources management (Churchill et al., 1969, pp. 110-
112).
6 The computerised format of employer's returns of
remuneration and pension is stipulated by the Inland




The extent of using computers and office automation
equipment in Inchcape Pacific still fell short of planned
capacity. Therefore, the computer facilities were under-
utilised and the potential was not fully tapped. This
was considered an inefficient use of resources.
Computerisation of the personnel information system
was then earmarked by top management as one of the
feasible projects to improve this under-computerisation
problem
Corporate Management Philosophy
To develop a strong corporate identity and mission,
Inchcape Pacific has emphasised a corporate philosophy of
"Three Cs", viz., "Principal Care", "Customer Care" and
"People Care".
"People Care" refers to: (a) breaking down cultural
barriers (b) creating human relationships in an
environment which attracts, retains and develops qualified
people (c) recognising people as major corporate assets
and (d) understanding people's aspirations.
"People Care" has become one of the foci of Inchcape
Pacific's human resources management strategy. It was
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understood by top management that a computerised
personnel information system could play an important role
in more effectively and efficiently grasping the
background and needs of employees.
Planning
In planning a computerised personnel information
system, the case study shows that the following aspects
need special attention for both human resources management
professionals and system specialists.
Information Technology Strategy
Inchcape's worldwide information technology strategy
has been formulated in London since 1987, and that
strategy consists of a preferred operating system of PICK
if UNIX is not suitable.
UNIX is an operating system which finds its
applications strong in telecommunications. Another factor
is that UNIX is technically more complex and difficult to
learn.
Evaluation of a set of other variables explains why a
rather non-versatile operating system such as PICK was
selected for the computerised personnel information





A regional headquarters-based computerised personnel
information system originated from the corporate personnel
department of Inchcape PLC in Britain. Consequently, a
personnel information system designed in London was sent
to Hong Kong.
As far as personnel data storage and retrieval is
concerned, the initial thinking was probably concentrated
on application. Under this assumption, with only minimal
modifications a headquarters-initiated system can
therefore be universally applied, to Inchcape PLC's
regional headquarters in different countries. The system
was, however, developed to suit London users'
requirements.
Hence, a headquarters-initiated system strengthens
corporate integration at the expense of local
customisation. On the other hand, a customised system
satisfies local needs but may lead to integration
problems. It is a common view that a customised system is
the best one. Yet, the best system cannot be found. It
depends on whether or not the system suits such variables
as corporate management philosophy, personnel policies and
organisation structure.
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Most important of all, the system should be developed
according to the requirements defined by the user.
Insufficient understanding of or inadequate expertise in
human resources management by system specialists may
offset the advantages of a customised system that fits the
above variables.
In-house Development versus Package Purchase
In-house development may be superior to buying
packages, especially when a lot of resources are demanded.
In Inchcape Pacific's case, it has a strong in-house
systems group and corporate resources are rich. Besides,
specific requirements of the computerised personnel
information system were unique which could not be
satisfied by available packages in the market. Therefore,
in-house development was chosen.
However, when there are urgent demands, it would be
preferable to buy software packages on the market.
Obviously, the advantage is time-saving. Besides, when
the requirements are constant and standardised, the
alternative of package purchase is a better option.
Violation of the System Development Life Cycle Model
The headquarters-initiated system of Inchcape Pacific
was abandoned as its modification to suit Hong Kong needs
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was not cost-justified. Instead, it was decided that a
customised system be developed here with in-house system
support.
However, time constraint called for a flexible
application of system development methodology. Thus, no
preliminary feasibility study, as proposed in the
traditional System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Model,
had been carried out as the first step in developing the
computerised personnel information system .7
Development
It is important to note that selection of an
operating system and of a system development tool has a
profound constraint on the system development project. In
addition, these constraints affect recruitment of
qualified computer professionals and local system support.
Moreover,. the role of the personnel department in the
project team is crucial.
Therefore in actual development, the following areas
should be carefully considered:
7 Development of a computerised personnel information
system is normally prefaced with " thorough analysis of
all existing personnel practices and procedures." (Bassett
Weatherbee, 1971, p. 107).
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Project Team organisation
One of the strengths of Inchcape Pacific's
computerised personnel information system development
strategy lies in the personnel department's ability to
exercise strong project control.
This case study shows that the dual role of project
leadership and end-user played by the personnel department
was essentially a proactive one. This is reflected in the
project team organisation.
The project team was small and had five people.
Its members came from both the personnel department and
the in-house systems group. The user had a high-level
representation on the project team by the Group Personnel
Services Manager, who took over project leadership. By
assuming a high-profile role in the project team, it also
aided to boost the image of the project to a higher
standing.
Choice of System Development Tool
The system development tool is another major
consideration.
System Builder, the original tool and a 4GL (Fourth
Generation Language), was found not to be very suitable.
Evaluation indicated that System Builder was not
satisfactory in terms of office automation, user-
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friendliness, wordprocessing, change of source code,
documentation, batch processing and security. Cue-Bic
(Common User Environment Business Integrated Concept), an
alternative candidate for the system development tool, was
therefore eventually chosen.8
Importance of System Developer-User Dialogue
Inchcape Pacific's computerised personnel information
system development project was featured by a multi-level
system developer-user dialogue at the top, medium and
individual levels.
The present case study underscores the importance of
an on-going system developer-user dialogue for successful
system development. It is because only through
continuous clarification and communication can a clear
understanding of user requirements be obtained. Unclear
or misunderstood user requirements are bound to lead to an
ill-defined system which is useless to the end-user.
Manpower Constraint
Aside from technical considerations, human resources
are equally important to successful system development.
8 A comparison between System Builder and Cue-Bic is shown
in Appendix 5.02.
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The Inchcape Pacific case shows that it was difficult
to recruit experienced computer professionals because of
the brain drain problem.9 Recruitment was further
complicated by the lack of qualified people who were
conversant with the uncommon PICK operating system.
Influence of Personnel Policies
Non-standard Personnel Policies
Because of Inchcape Pacific's decentralised
management philosophy, the personnel departments of its
business units have a substantial degree of autonomy in
formulating their own policies...
However, the design of a computerised personnel
information system that covered all business units became
a formidable task. Development of certain files relating
to fringe benefits was almost impossible because of non-
standard and inconsistent personnel practices amongst
business units. The development of an over-time payment
file failed because it was unable to exhaustively classify
all such payment types and standards.
Personnel Policy Changes
Because of Inchcape Pacific's reorganisation, its
personnel policies have been undergoing constant changes.
9 "Computer Experts Join Brain Drain, "South China Morning
Post, 30th July, 1988.
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A related problem is timely communication of those changes
to the project team. This communication gap sometimes,
however, interfered with the computerised personnel
information system development. New files had to be added
and, developed ones modified, to reflect the policy
changes. As a consequence, preceding system development
steps such as system design and system specification were
by-passed so that programming was immediately done.
This lends support for the main postulate of this
paper, namely, the steps of the SDLC Model may not be
followed sequentially in system development.
Priorities of Personnel Functions
Inchcape Pacific's employees are categorised into
expatriates, local executives and general staff. As a
result, employee profile and salary and benefits
administration are priority areas in its human resources
management. A large number of personnel policies are
related to these areas. Moreover, because of its multi-
national characteristic, manpower planning is another
focus. These priorities and groups of policies were
reflected in the design of the computerised personnel
information system, where many files were related to
eligibility criteria for fringe benefits.
In sum, this case study illustrates that personnel
policy changes add a new dimension to computerised
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personnel information system development.
Degree of Computer Literacy
Project team members from the personnel department of
Inchcape Pacific had a fairly high degree of computer
knowledge. Therefore, even though the project development
did not adhere to the traditional SDLC Model in a
sequential manner, they could follow the system
development steps without any difficulty.
The present case study shows that human resources
management users may have varying degrees of computer
literacy. Therefore, those who are familiar with the SDLC
Model may understand its practical limitations and accept
the by-passing of certain steps in computerised personnel
information system development.
Therefore, it is hypothesised in this paper that the
higher the level of computer sophistication of the user
has, the less the SDLC will be followed in computerised
personnel information system development.
Impact of Organisational Structure
Security Control
Decentralisation is a prevailing management
philosophy for a majority of MNCs (Lemak Bracker, 1988,
pp. 521-526). Yet, it may be at variance with the
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security needs of a computerised personnel information
system, which is indeed a centralised database.10
From the Inchcape Pacific case, the following
experience can be drawn.
A one-level password security was considered
inadequate for a centralised database system. Apart from
individual passwords, a departmental password therefore
was also created to check any unauthorised access.
The main security control was an audit trail. All
amendments were printed out on a daily basis to detect
data entry errors or unauthorised amendments promptly.
Security was also operatea at zne runctional level
particularly for those confidential files, e.g. Hay Job
Evaluation. They could only be accessed by senior
management in the personnel department.
An implication of a decentralised organisational
structure for a computerised personnel information system
is the problem of integration.
10 The personnel department's responsibility for computer
security is often ill-defined because of unfamiliarity
with its complexities. Ways to help ensure computer
security„ include: (i) segregation of functions, (ii) the
use of passwords and sign-on procedure, and (iii)
encryption (Lederer, 1985, pp. 10-13).
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Integration Problem
in incncape Pacific's case, retrieval of data from
its decentralised business units were technically complex.
A distributed data processing network would have security
implications for confidential information may be tampered
by unauthorised access during transmission to the regional
headquarters.
Moreover, no user requirement investigation for the
business units had been reviewed. This may be an obstacle
to make the computerised personnel information system
compatible with the smaller systems operating in those
subsidiaries. Most of the business units mainly had a
different operating system environment, namely the
microcomputer-run disk operating system (DOS) environment.
The cost of replacing or adapting their systems to the
PICK-driven minicomputer environment may not be cost-
justified.
The above observations from the case study underlines
the importance of recognising the following aspects in
computerised personnel information system development: (i)
the management philosophy and (ii) the associated
organisational structure.
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Software Package Selection Criteria
A package is evaluated from the user's perspective.
In other words, package with good functions to the user.
Another evaluation criterion is the in-built security
and the resilience of the package. The latter refers to
whether the package can be easily modified to suit user's
needs.
Related to the above, quality-assurance tests on the
package have to be undertaken.
A good dialogue with the developers or marketers of
the package is considered importantby Inchcape Pacific.
This helps project development because enhancement of and
better new versions of the package can be produced if the
on-going relationship can be maintained. Thus, the
quality of people marketing the package forms one of the
important evaluation criteria.
Moreover, Inchcape Pacific strongly prefers to
purchase the source code of the package. In this regard,
it can develop packages desired.
Cultural and Psychological Dimensions
System Personalisation
Technical variables such as file structure, desig,
logic and programming are regarded as more important is
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computerised personnel information system development.
However, cultural and psychological variables should not
be down-played. Screen layouts and field names warrant
special attention.
The I.D. number is normally the first field in the
main personal data file. It customarily serves as the
main search key for accessing other sub-files. However,
the Hong Kong I.D. number was not used for Inchcape
Pacific's computerised personnel information system as
the primary search key.
The personnel department of Inchcape Pacific
underscored the need to "personalise" the system to
minimise its inherent dehumanising effect. The underlying
rationale was that employees should not be treated as
impersonal numbers. Hence, the field "Hong Kong I.D."
was subsequently modified to "I.D." which has a universal
acceptance.
This is related to Inchcape Pacific's human
resources management philosophy of "People Care". The
stress on the value of individuals is consequently
reflected in the design logic of its computerised
personnel information system.
The present case study indicates that for MNCs which
operate in a vast span of territories where culture,
customs and taboo vary, cultural and psychological
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dimensions should be a new topic in computerised personnel
information system development.
Given that human resources management is a people-
oriented discipline, it is interesting to note that its
practitioners tend to under-estimate the importance of the
psychological and cultural aspects of system design. The
degree of awareness may be modified by the type of
business they are engaged in.
It is therefore postulated that people-oriented
businesses, e.g., the hotel industry, would be more
concerned with the psychological and cultural dimensions
in computerised personnel information system development.
Function of an Easy Input Screen
Computerisation sometimes alters the original working
procedures.
Inchcape Pacific used a natural approach to cope with
the cultural and psychological dimensions in developing
its computerised personnel information system. The key
concept is to tie in with the work flow of the personnel
department.
An Easy Input Screen was created to facilitate the
input of key data. It was also a means to minimise the
beginning input workload. Data are fed from the screen
into the corresponding sub-files of the Employee Personal
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Record main file. Schematically, it can be depicted as
follows:
Employee Personal Record Main File
Job Tax/BankPersonal Job Other
Particulars Classification Information Classification Information
-Easy Input Screen-
The screen was based on the current staff information
card. More importantly, the screen was nearly an exact
replica of the card.
The advantage of this screen ds two-fold. In the
first place, repetition of input and of key strokes is
reduced. The immediate effect is to minimise the user's
negative psychological reaction towards the system during
data input.
Secondly, since computerphobia stems from
inexperience or unfamiliarity with computer operations,
replication of-the staff information card in the form of a
screen allays resistance and contributes to familiarity
with the new work procedures. Therefore, the Easy Input
Screen also follows the same work flow pattern of the
personnel department. This means a smoother transition
from the manual to the computerised work flow.
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Use of Mnemonic Devices
Mnemonic devices are a feature of ISAPIS.
As a computerised personnel information system
has may files linked together, they must be logically
ordered. Besides, the links among them should be easy to
remember.
The data entry and enquiry files are instances. The
fields of the two are nearly identical but differ only in
their functions. Therefore, identical or similar sub-
files or fields should have the same mnemonic codes, e.g.
when the Job Classification sub-file of the Employee
Personal Record data-entry main file has a code of 1.1,
the corresponding enquiry sub-file should read 2.1, where
1 denotes the code for data entry and 2 for enquiry.
Similarly, closely related files such as Training
Development, Performance Appraisal and Disciplinary
Commendation Record should be grouped together.
The current case study demonstrates that mnemonic
devices may be useful in minimising the psychological
stress in operating a computerised personnel information
system.
Data entry and enquiry are mostly done by general
staff, e.g. secretaries. They are not conversant with the
background of developing the system. The availability of
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mnemonic codes will then be helpful to relieve them of the
burden of over-memorisation of file linkages.
Implementation
Succession Problem
This has relevance to maintaining the knowledge of
user requirements and system design specifics by the
personnel department.
The most critical point is the implementation phase.
The problems encountered at this stage sometimes are
rooted in the original design logic. One of the strengths
of Inchcape Pacific's computerised personnel information
system development is its constant recognition of this
problem. To deal with this problem, good documentation,
continuous system developer-user dialogue and user-
training are stressed.
Training
Good user-training is essential to successfully
implementing a computerised personnel information system.
However, the present case study demonstrates the
consequence of ineffective training in implementation.
11 Management succession at the organisation level is
defined as":... strategy for the acquisition,
utilisation, improvement and retention of'an enterprise's
human resources. (John Edwards et al., 1983, p. 1).
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One of the weaknesses of Inchcape Pacific's computerised
personnel information system development is training.
Under-utilisation of system functions was the outcome.
Duration
In Inchcape Pacific's case, the training period was
short. However, they were also extremely intensive. This
might have over-stretched users' learning capacity,
particularly for those who were computer illiterate or had
only sketchy knowledge about computer operations.
Retention Ability
Training should be immediately followed by actual
system implementation. Otherwise, it may be difficult for
the user to apply the learned knowledge to practical
applications. As a consequence, in Inchcape Pacific's
case the lengthy time gap between training and
implementation greatly reduced training effectiveness.
On the other hand, retention ability may be so strong
that it may create resistance to training new habits.
Secretaries of the personnel department had strongly
resisted substituting a more reliable wordprocessing
package for their familiar one.
The case study shows that it is essential for end-
users to be educated rather than trained in the
computerised personnel information system. They should be
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given a broader view as to why the system was developed.
Furthermore, the time gap between training and actual
implementation should be kept close, or de-learning will
occur.12
On the contrary, de-learning of old habits may alsc
be equally difficult if the time lag is unreasonably
anart
Significance of a Well-Kept Manual System
The purpose of a computerised personnel information
system is to replace its inefficient and error-prone
manual counterpart. However,.a well-kept manual system is
a prerequisite to implementing the computerised one.
The experience of Inchcape Pacific provides a
classical example to illustrate this point.
Changes were either inadequately or inaccurately
reflected in its manually maintained staff records.
Consequently, there were plenty of incomplete or missing
data. A lot of checking was then needed to ascertain that
correct data were fed into the computerised system. As a
result, data entry was slowed down. A related drawback is
that many of its files and functions were either under-
utilised. or unused.
12 Several learning theories may support this argument




The present case study draws attention to the
following points in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of a
computerised personnel information system.
The benefits of an information-technology project are
substantial but are also hard to quantify. Besides, their
quantification can be very sophisticated.
Sometimes they are quantified in terms of manpower
savings. However, an increased amount of automation also
expands business. Therefore,. expansion of business and
the associated profitability, as well as the increase in
staff productivity, are quantified. The quantified
benefits are set against the costs. If the benefits are
substantial enough, the project is cost-justified. For
instance, profit curves are projected for two scenarios,
viz., with and without computerisation. As a result, the
area between the curves represents the benefits.
Likewise, these are the principles whereby benefits and




From the case study, the following two hypotheses are
formulated:
(a) The higher the level of computer literacy of the
user, the less the System Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) Model will be followed in
computerised personnel information system
development.
(b) People-oriented businesses tend to be more
concerned with the psychological and cultural
dimensions in computerised personnel information
system development.
summary
To sum up, the Inchcape Pacific case study gives a
detailed account of the experience in computerised
personnel information system development.
It illustrates that from a human resources management
perspective, quantitative as well as qualitative variables
should carry equal weights in system design. Qualitative
variables such as corporate management philosophy,
organisational structure, information technology strategy,
human resources management policies, as well as
psychological and cultural dimensions, should at least
share a comparable degree of significance as technical
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criteria like choice of operating system, evaluation of
software package and cost-benefit analysis.
Over-development, lack of personnel expertise on the
project team, an unintegrated personnel system, excess
demand for reports, an over-sized project team, loose
project control and a narrow attitude towards choosing
system development alternatives should be totally avoided





With a view to further supporting the postulates laid
out in the Case Study outlined in Chapter V, a territory-
wide survey was carried out from mid-February to late
March, 1989 (Appendices 6.01A 6.01B).
Initially, the sample was targeted to be large multi-
national companies operating in Hong Kong, preferably
those with regional headquarters located in the territory.
However, it was later learned that even for MNCs it is not
a widespread practice of running their personnel functions
on computerised personnel information systems.13 In light
of this, coverage of the sample was later broadened to
include all kinds of business concerns, irrespective of
country of origin. Thus, local companies were also
counted in the revised sample. However, despite the
relaxation of sampling criteria, still only companies of
substantial size were covered in nearly all cases.
13 Telephone interview with Mr. H. B. Cheung, a personnel
information system specialist.
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Yet, a United Nations report debunks many of the
spurious assumptions about MNCs, among which is size.
Although giant corporations certainly account for a large
share of the world economy, half of all the world's
companies that have operations abroad are small or medium-
sized (Come Back Multinationals, "The Economist, 25th
November- 2nd December, 1988, p. 77.). Grounded in this
perspective, the selection criterion about company size
was later modified to encompass small- and medium-sized
companies. Furthermore, large non-profit-making
organisations such as universities, polytechnics,
hospitals and the civil service agencies were excluded for
they fell beyond the scope of•the research.
Research Design: Data Collection Method Sampling
Data Collection Method
Data collection was conducted by using a mailed
questionnaire survey. Each questionnaire was marked with
a reference number indicating the sequence of posting. A
follow-up exercise was conducted so as to ascertain
receipt of the questionnaire by the respondent.
Sampling Method
A simple random sampling method was employed.
However, it was unexpected that the first batch of
questionnaires drew extremely low responses. Above all,
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it was surprising that British companies, particularly
those which have long been well-established in the
territory, were the ones least responsive. Though it was
believed that Japanese and Mainland Chinese companies
would be the most uncooperative organisations, some large
American multi-nationals were surprisingly among the ranks
of the non-respondents, e.g. IBM (Appendix 6.02).
Sampling Frame
The sampled companies were selected from the lists
provided by the trade associations and professional bodies
mentioned in Chapter IV (Organisation of Study). To
increase the possibility of sampling multi-nationals, the
sampling frame was supplemented by the Saturday Classified
Post of the South China Morning Post of 18th February, 4th
March, 11th March and 18th March, 1989 (Appendices 6.03
6.04).
Though this is a debatable sampling method, judging
from the circumstances the probability of selecting large
multi-nationals and major local 'companies will be
substantially increased.
On the other hand, past experience reveals that
response from mailed questionnaire surveys in the
territory is most unpredictable. It has always been
blamed on indifferent or uncooperative respondents.
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However, design of the questionnaire may be partially to
blame.
Thus, in order to boost the response rate for the
current research, the questionnaire is designed in such a
way that the respondent was also requested to answer the
remaining part of the questionnaire even though no
computerised personnel information system has been
installed or planned to be installed in the company
concerned. The respondent was asked to answer the
outstanding questions in a hypothetical scenario as if the




The main territory-wide survey was carried out in
seventeen successive phases.
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The schedule is shown in the table below:
Phase Post-Date Total No. of
Questionnaires Sent
1 22nd February 9
2 23rd February 17
3 2 6th February 9
4 2nd March 15
5 3rd March 14
6 5th March 25
7 6th March 1
8 8th March 6
9 9th March 4
10 10th March 8
11 13th March 15
12 15th March 10
13 16th March 1
14 17th March 19
15 18th March 1
16 19th March 9
17 2 0th March 18
The survey had a wide coverage and altogether 181
questionnaires were posted to the selected companies
between 22nd February and 20th March, 1989. The response
rate was closely monitored and any deviation from or drop-
off in the response pattern was immediately rectified by
more frequent follow-ups. Simultaneously, the permissible
time-lag between post-date and response date was set at a
rather narrow interval of four days. When this period had
elapsed without any response, an immediate follow-up by
telephone was carried out.
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Monitoring Returns
As questionnaires were returned, a return rate graph
was compiled (Babbie, 1979, p. 333). It shows the number
of returned questionnaires on a particular day, which was
logged on the graph (Appendix 6.05). This serves as a
very useful guide to data collection progress. The graph
provides a clue as to when follow-up telephone calls or
postings should be launched.
Simultaneously, prior to data entry each returned
questionnaire was also examined for omissions,
incompleteness and grey areas and assigned an
identification number in a serial sequence.
Response Rate
Fifty-three (53).questionnaires were returned. Thi:
amounts to a response rate of approximately 29.3%.
Two of the returned questionnaires were discarded
from the final sample for further analysis because,
contrary to original intent, they were received only after




The questionnaire was constructed according to the
premises and observations derived from Literature Review
(Chapter III) and the Case Study (Chapter V).
The majority of the questions are close-ended. As to
the few open-ended questions, they are used for obtaining
more in-depth answers. Besides, the focus of the
questionnaire is also on ranking of importance by human
resources management professionals given to specific areas
of computerised personnel information systems.
The original questionnaire comprised 45 questions,
which was considered too lengthy to risk being rejected or
ignored by respondents. In particular, the 'questionnaire
consisted of too many questions requiring answers to
technical specifics of the system. Therefore, the number
of questions was eventually scaled down to 37, including
selected biographical information about the company and of
the resnnndPnt_
Area of Coverage
The first part of the questionnaire comprises a
summarised profile about the company concerned, i.e.,
country of origin, manpower strength (Q.1), and size of
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the human resources department (Q.2).
The questions pertaining to decentralisation and
regional headquarters status (Q.3 Q.4) provide a
background for assessing the degree of autonomy of the
company in the potential impacts on system development.
Q.6 canvasses the reasons for installing the
computerised personnel information system (CPIS) and the
respondent is requested to rank his or her selections.
The results will shed light on the priorities accorded by
human resources management professionals to computerising
personnel functions.
Q.7 and Q.8 study the technical support given to
developing the CPIS and the issue of co-residence (see
Chapter III "Literature Review) is discussed again in Q.8
(c).
Q.9 denotes the age of the CPIS currently in use.
This figure will provide some hints about whether or not
computerised personnel information systems are only a
recent development for certain groups of companies.
Q.10 attempts to find out the most common version or
combinations of versions of computers used for human
resources. management systems in the territory.
Q.11 and Q.12 aim at locating the facilities or
functions available on the system.
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Q.13 is to ascertain whether or not human resources
management personnel are conscious of the cultural aspect
when developing a CPIS. The findings will have a
significant bearing as evidence obtained from Literature
Review (Chapter III) and the Case Study (Chapter V) does
not support a positive postulate.
Q.14 assesses the image of the system, particularly
other departments' perception of it.
Q.15-. Q.17 are related to cost-effectiveness
evaluation of the system, i.e., whether or not it is cost-
justified. This is a critical issue as performance of
human resources functions are always purported to be
difficult to cost-justify. Specifically, Q.15
investigates who evaluates the system Q.16 studies the
evaluation criteria and Q.17 finds out the time horizon
on which the above evaluation is based-
As to the area pertaining to human resources
management's sensitivity to cultural and organisational
divergences of its multi-national subsidiaries, Q.13 and
Q. 29 are relevant. Moreover, Q.13 is checked for
consistency with Q.29 to see whether the respondent is
actually aware of cultural diversity and structural
differences between organisations in system design.
Q.18* Q.19 are associated with the image of the
human resources department succeeding computerisation.
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Q.20- Q.22 appertain to training of system
operation.
Q.20 indicates the role played by the human resources
department in training.
Q.21 specifies who provides training.
Q.22 relates to the time dimension of training and to
the contents of training.
Q.22 (i) studies the time elapsed between
training and actual implementation to see whether or not
the effect of de-learning sets in.
Q.22 (ii) accounts for the frequency of
training.
Q.22 (iii) delineates the basic essence
of training.
Q.23 inspects whether the CPIS is compatible with
other existing systems or if the system is a stand-alone
installation.
Q.24- Q.28 examine the security mechanism of the
CPIS.
Q.24 Q.25 define the level of security.
Q.26 explores the availability of audit trail as a
system security device.
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Q.27 Q.28 canvass the human aspect of security-
from the point of view of organisational procedures and
office routines.
Q.27 analyses security at the organisational
level.
Q.28 checks security at the functional level.
Q.29 is used to check consistency with Q.13.
Q.30 investigates functions accorded to the primary
search key, i.e., whether they are treated in a functional
or cultural dimension. (N.B.: The I.D. number is
customarily preferred to other fields, e.g., the employee
name, as the primary search key.)
Q.31 surveys the actual steps taken in developing
computerised personnel information systems. This will
lend support to the hypothesis that the theoretical SDLC
Model in project development is not always adhered to.
Q.32 (i),looks at the records currently held on the
system and at desired ones by human resources management
professionals in future.
Q.32 (ii) scrutinises the most important human
resources, functions accorded to by professionals in the
field. This in turn provides a check to whether the
system developed has indeed satisfied those needs.
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Q.33 tests whether computer knowledge is valued as an
important attribute possessed by human resources
management professionals in developing a CPIS.
Q.34 gives the respondent's level of computer
literacy. This has relevance to Q.33 as to whether this
affects the respondent's perception about system
development.
Q.35- Q.37 basically record the biographical
information of the respondent. However, it has an
additional value as it tells whether the respondent is
experienced or not and whether this influences his or her
perception about the value of the CPIS.
Limitation
Unapproachable Sample
Preferred anonymity by some MNCs may elude their
chance of being sampled in the above-mentioned sampling
frame, which 'may make the sample disproportionately
represented only by those disclosing their identity in
advertisements.
Cooperation of companies with Mainland Chinese and
Japanese interests, which represent a sizeable proportion
of total foreign investment in Hong Kong,.has witnessed a
discouraging track record in local surveys (The China
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Syndrome, Far Eastern Economic Review, pp. 64-65
Investing Incognito, op. cit.). This is a worrying
trend as survey research is only in its infancy of gaining
growing community acceptance in the territory.
It is envisaged that apart from Japanese companies,
Mainland Chinese firms will be approached more often for
research purposes. It is because the string of China-
affiliated companies such as the Bank of China (BOC) and
China International Trust and Investment Corporation
(CITIC) are predicted to grow into multi-national stature,
in terms of resources and size. Thus, should the current
trend of reluctance to participate in academic research in
the name of confidentiality persist, research pursuit by






Country of Origin (Table 1.0)
The sampled companies were largely multi-nationals.
American companies had a very sizeable representation,
accounting for 35.3% of the sample. On the other hand,
Hong Kong companies, some of which with substantial
overseas interests, was the second largest grouping.
Type of Business (Table 2.0)
The trading sector predominated (31.4%), followed by
the banking and financial institutions (13.7%).
Company Size (Table 3.1)
Companies with 501 or above staff accounted for the
largest proportion of the sample (43.1%). The second
largest group was companies comprising 100- 200 employees
(23.5%).
The general profile delineates a concentration of
medium- and large-sized companies in the sample. This is
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because the sampled companies were either large MNCs or
major local companies.
Size of Human Resources Department (Table 3.2)
The number of staff of the Human Resources Department
lies in a continuum ranaina from 1 to 47.
The departmental size was mainly small, with about
66.7% of the companies having no more than six (6) ..staff.
The predominant size was in the 3- 6 band, accounting for
51.0% of the overall sample.
Profile of Respondents
Most of the respondents held senior positions in
either human resources management or administration (Table
4.1).
As for time in current job position, about 71.7% of
the respondents had less than two (2) years of working
experience (Table 4.2).
The findings also illustrate that nearly 56.1% of the
respondents were in the field of human resources
management for less than seven (7) years (Table 4.3).
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Subsidiary of Multi-national Company (Table 5.0)
Nearly 65% of the sampled companies were subsidiaries
of multi-national corporations.
Of the thirty-three (33) foreign subsidiaries,
sixteen (16) were regional headquarters for either the Far
East or Asia-Pacific region. Thus, the sample represented
relatively high-profile MNCs in Hong Kong.
Twenty-five (25) companies, which represented a
fairly high portion of the sample, claimed that
they practised decentralised management. Of the
above-mentioned 16 foreign subsidiaries which were of
regional headquarters status, 12 had decentralised
management at the time of the study. This attests to the




Availability of Computerised Personnel
Information System (Table 6.0)
Thirty (30) of the sampled companies had already
installed computerised personnel information systems,
while twenty (20) had not. This is indicative of the
widespread adoption of computer-based systems for human
resources management by the surveyed companies.
For those companies which had no such systems at the
time of the study, fourteen (14) (27%) expressed that
either the same would be installed 'or planned in future.
Only a very small number of the respondents (6) indicated
otherwise.
The findings show that computerised personnelr
information systems have been gaining importance in human
resources management.
Age of Computerised Personnel
Information System (Table 7.0)
Most of the computerised personnel information
systems of the companies surveyed had been in operation




Age of Computerised Personnel Information System
NAae ( % )
13 25.5a. Less than 2 years
9 17.6b. 2- 5 years
7 13.7c. 6- 10 years
1 2.0d. More than 10 years
e. No Answer 21 41.2
Total 51 100.0
This observation tells that computerised personnel
information systems may be a novel technology for a lot of
human resources departments in Hong Kong. On the other
hand, those systems which were of longer life may have
already undergone successive -enhancements in the
intervening period.
Reason for Developing Computerised
Personnel Information System
Improved Reporting System (91.2%), Convenience
(86.4%) and Less Error-prone (76.6%) were the three most
important reasons chosen for developing the computerised
personnel information system (Table 8.1).
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TABLE 8.1





c. Less Error-prone 39 76.6
d. Change of Personnel Policy 13 25.5
e. Competition 14 27.5
f. Improved Reporting System 46 91.2
g. Others 7 19.6
Since multiple responses were given, the percentages do
not tally to 100%.
Amongst the other reasons given, analysis and
forecast, efficient use of resources, turnover forecast
and reduction of manual work were named. All in all,
these are attributes relating to time-saving, manpower-
saving and accuracy.
This has practical implications for human resources
management as the objectives of developing computerised
personnel information systems are still related to
treating them as an administration-supporting equipment.
Therefore, the personnel areas covered will tend to
concentrate in aspects such as employee personal data and
salary and benefits administration. More advanced systems
are yet to come.
The ranking of importance of the reasons follows the
same pattern. Improved Reporting System was the highest
ranked reason, immediately followed by Convenience and
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then succeeded by Less Error-prone (Table 8.2).
TABLE 8.2
Ranking of Reason for Developing Computerised
Personnel Information System
Ranking(%)
Reason 1 2 3 4 5 6
3.9Headquarters- 2.0 5.9 7.8
Initiated
Convenience 27.5 29.4 15.7 11.8 2.0
Less Error-prone 15.7 27.5 27.5 3.9 2.0
Personnel Policy 3.9 3.9 3.9 5.9 5.9 2.0
Change
Competition 2.0 3.9 3.9 11.8 2.0 3.9
Improved Reporting 43.1 23.5 15.7 5.9 2.0
System
7.8Others 5.9
Therefore, administration and clerical convenience
were still the priorities of human resources management in
developing computerised personnel information systems.
Besides, competition from other companies was also
given a fairly important ranking. Hence, changing
external business environment was also a stimulus to
computerised personnel information system development.
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Preference of System Development Alternatives (Table 9.0)
Thirty-three (33) respondents (64.7%) had in-house
system support for developing the computerised personnel
information system nine (9) (17.6%) chose to buy existing
software packages in the market and two (2) (17.6%)
sought outside consultancy support.
The first alternative, viz., in-house system support,
was the most preferred option by respondents when
developing their systems.
TABLE 9.0
Preference of System Development 'Alternatives
system uevetopment Alternative N (Po)
a. in-nouse system support 33 64.7
b. Buying Existing Package 9 17.6
c. Outside Consultancy 8 15.7
d. No Answer 1 2 _n
Total 51 100.0
The above figures allow for multiple alternatives
chosen.
The probable explanation for it may be attributed to
several factors, amongst them tailor-made solutions which
are especially important to MNCs. This is because MNCs
operate in a complex trans-national business and cultural
environments where the needs are specific to each country.
Another explanation is that many MNCs and major local
companies may have a strong in-house support. For
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security reasons, large local companies and multi-
nationals would view in-house system development as the
safest option.
Applications
It was found that payroll administration (68.7%) and
employee personal data (70.6%), which are subsumed under
the Basic Personnel Module, dominated the present
applications in computerised personnel information
systems (Table 10.1),14
These findings show that current computerised
personnel information system applications in Hong Kong
have not reached the level of other modules which are more
decision support- and management information-oriented,
e.g., the Human Resources Utilisation Module.15 Thus, the
complexity of the systems surveyed was relatively low,
whereas their scope of coverage confined.
In order to obtain some impressions of whether the
current applications were actually congruent with the
14 Basic Personnel Module refers to employee's
biographical data such as sex, age, education, etc.
(Walker, 1982, pp. 26-27).
15 Human Resources Utilisation Module refers to employee's
working experience and skills, background and
capabilities. The module is used for job-matching,
therefore it is also called Career Development or
Skills Inventory Module (Ibid.).
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personnel areas considered most important by human
resources management professionals, the latter were
compared and contrasted with the former.
A significant characteristic is that those emphasised
areas basically match with the applications related to the
Basic Personnel Module (Table 10.2).
Therefore, the realms emphasised by human resources
management professionals mostly corroborate with the
coverage of applications designed for computerised
personnel information systems.
When desired new applications were compared with what
were currently available to computerised personnel
information systems, the findings indicate that there was
a tendency towards developing more sophisticated modules
related to decision-making, forecasting and planning,
e.g., the Training Module.16 Manpower planning showed the
most spectacular increase in desirability from 7.8% to
39.2%. Similarly, training and development posted an
appreciable increase from 19.6% to 47.1% (Table 10.3).
In sum, the above findings can be attributed to the
inherent job emphasis of human resources management
practices in Hong Kong at the present stage, whereby there
is a bias towards routine office management as well as
16 Training Module refers to personnel activities such as
manpower planning, and training and development (Ibid.).
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salary and benefits administration. These core activities
of human resources management are more quantifiable than
other more qualitative modules such as training and
development. Judging from these proposed explanations,
computerised personnel information system development in
Hong Kong tends to concentrate on those areas which are
easy to cost-justify, as well as more comprehensible to
system specialists in quantitative terms.
Cost-effectiveness Evaluation Criteria (Table 11.0)
Reasons such as efficiency, manpower-saving and time-






a. Efficiency 25 49.1
b. Time-saving 26 51.0
c. Manpower-saving 22 23.1
Since multiple responses were given, the percentages do
not tally to 100%.
Time Measurement of Cost-effectiveness (Table 12.0)
In terms of time horizon, long-range benefits were
rated as top priority (49.0%). This is understandable as
computerised personnel information system development is
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costly and requires substantial investment.
Yet some respondents (9.8%) considered short-term
benefits the most important time frame for appraising the
cost-effectiveness of the system. A possible explanation
may be that the system would undergo continuous
enhancements or would be out-dated due to technological
advancements in this field.
TABLE 12.0
Time Measurement of Cost-Effectiveness





Since multipLe responses were given, the percentages do
not tally to 100%.
Training Content (Table 13.0)
System operation was the principal core training area
(66.7%), succeeded by file logic (47.1%). The least
focused area was system development rationale (39.2%).
TABLE 13.0
Training Content
Training Content N ( % )
Yes No Yes No
a. System Operation 34 66.7
b. File Logic 24 9 47. 1 17.6
c. System Development Rationale 20 39.213 25.5
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Thus, the stress on computerised personnel
information system development was found to be still on
the operation level, while file logic and system
development rationale were under-emphasised. Probably,
this is connected with practical needs, costs and
employees' computer literacy level.
System Transferability (Table 14.0)
The findings indicate that 45.1% of the respondents
agreed with the statement that a corporate headquarters-
based system could be applied universally to its overseas
subsidiaries or regional headquarters with only minimal
hardware alterations. However, 41.2% of them disagreed
with this proposition.
These results tend to support the hypothesis that
human resources management professionals are not well
aware of the cultural dimensions in computerised personnel
information system development.
When trade characteristics are taken into account, it
was found that information or computer technology-related
companies, as well as the banking and finance sectors,
were amongst the largest groups of respondents who
subscribed to this notion of system transferability.
Above all, people-oriented industries such as hotels
disagreed with this proposition. This supports the
hypothesis that people-oriented industries are more
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concerned with the psychological and cultural dimensions
of system development.
System Personalisation (Table 15.0)
Closely related to System Transferability,
the findings illustrate that I.D. number was the most
widely used primary search key for the computerised
personnel information system. The employee name was only
of subsidiary importance. This indicates that functional,
as opposed to cultural or psychological dimension, is
still' the primary concern of human resources management
professionals.
Uniqueness of the I.D. number, which has no
duplication, was the main reason for the selection.
Convenience, convention and accuracy were also given as
other important reasons for adopting the I.D. number as
the primary search key.
The findings, however, showed that people-oriented
industries were more inclined to use the employee name as
the major search key. This again supports, the hypothesis
that these industries tend to emphasise the psychological
and cultural aspects of system development.
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System Development Steps (Table 16.0)
The survey results show that not all the steps of the
traditional System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
methodology were strictly followed. The most neglected
step was feasibility study.
This finding again tends to support the postulate
that the SDLC Model is not always adhered to in
computerised personnel information system development.
Level of Computer Literacy (Table 17.1)
Computer literacy was measured by respondents' own
rating on a seven-point scale. The results indicate that
there was a relatively high degree of computer knowledge
amongst the respondents, with 68.5% of them having a
rating at or above 4.
Importance of Computer Literacy (Table 17.2)
74.5% of the respondents viewed that human resources
management professionals' computer knowledge was an
important factor in computerised personnel information
system development.
In order to examine whether or not conformity to or
deviation from the SDLC Model is correlated with the level
of computer literacy, an SDLC application index was
compiled.
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Creation of an SDLC Application Index
The scores of the actual steps of the SDLC
methodology undertaken in developing the system were
summed up. As each step has either a response of "Yes"
(1) or No (0), the maximum score of the index is 7,
while the minimum 0. The higher the score, the greater
the adherence to the SDLC Model.
The index, as the dependent variable, was cross-
tabulated with level of computer literacy, the independent
variable in this case. At 95% level of confidence, the
relationship was found to be very weakly correlated and
was not statistically significant '(Pearson's R= 0.07734),
indicating that level of computer literacy was not
correlated with the degree of adherence to the SDLC
methodology.
However, this is contradictory to our hypothesis
that a relationship may exist between level of computer
literacy and adherence to the SDLC Model. A possible
explanation 'may be that the option of following or
deviating from the model is controlled by system
specialists who decide when and where the steps of the
SDLC Model should be followed or by-passed. Besides, this
explanation also supports the findings that human
resources management specialists had only played a minor
role in project control.
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Project Team Organisation
47.1% of the respondents indicated that a project
team had been or would be set up to handle the
computerisation project (Table 18.1).
As to the size of the project team, it ranged from 1
to 10. Thus, excluding the extreme case of 10, basically
the size of the project team was kept at a small number in
most cases (Table 18.2).
A two-member project team was the most common choice,
while a four-member one was the next popular option.
These findings have important implications for the
personnel department in computerised personnel information
cvc m HPVpl nnnonf
There is a possible weakness in the two-member
project team. It is likely to be dominated by system
specialists. The personnel department will most probably
be precluded from participating in project control. It
will revert to its traditional role of a passive end-user
who receives advice from system developers. In that case,
user requirements are conveyed to system specialists only
at the beginning stage of system development. The rest of
the tasks are completely left to system specialists.
Besides, a two-member project team is also
undesirable because it over-stretches manpower capacity
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and thus is susceptible to more errors during system
dtrP1nnnnnt
Composition of Project Team
System specialists at all levels dominated, e.g., MIS
managers, programmers and system analysts, accounting for
nearly 62% of the total number of job categories of the
nroect team (Table 1R_31_
It can be noted that system development specialists
outnumbered human resources management personnel. Despite
the presence of personnel expertise on the majority of
those teams, under-representation of human resources
management professionals signifies a lesser role played by
them in system development. Furthermore, sometimes the
personnel presence was only of a low-level representation.
The findings reveal that the project team compositior
has room for improvement. Low-level representation by the
personnel department not only makes it incapable of
exercising strong project control, but undermines the
image of the project.
As for the question of co-residence (see Chapter
III), it was found that there was a relatively low
incidence of common task-role-sharing in computerised
personnel information system development (25.5%) (Table
18.4).' Moreover, specialists other than human resources
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management personnel led project development in most of
the cases. The high-profile role of system specialists in
the project teams made it unlikely for human resources
management specialists to have taken a leadership role.
Awareness of Local Needs (Table 19.0)
Only 27.5% of the respondents claimed that they would
recommend their systems intact to their overseas
subsidiaries. This is a rather low figure, demonstrating
the relatively high degree of awareness of human resources
management professionals of local particularities it
computerised personnel information system development.
Cross-tabulation results at 95% confidence level
yielded a very weak relationship between decentralised
management practice and respondents' endorsement of the
idea of a universally applicable system for all overseas
subsidiaries (Pearson's R= -0.20101).
This shows that when a company has decentralised
human resources management, it is more unlikely for it to




Microcomputers were the most widely used version,
with 74.5%. of the respondents claiming or favouring theiz
use (Table 20.1). This is not surprising as
microcomputers have been popularised, and their enhanced
capabilities and increasingly sophisticated functions have
found qrowinq business applications.
However, multi-nationals' needs are more complex,
which may necessitate the use of mini- and mainframe
computers. Therefore, these two models also found a
substantial degree of use by the respondents.
it is also characteristic that 27.4% of the
respondents had two or more computer models running
parallel to each other (Table 20.2). Perhaps separate
human resources functions were employed on the different
computer versions. Another plausible explanation is for
sccnrity reasons.
System Facilities (Table 21.0)
Data-file security device is the most commonly
available facility (82.4%), followed by on-line
instruction and HELP screen (72.5%). This indicates
that computerised personnel information'system development
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has followed a user-orientation approach but is also very
security-conscious.
Image of Computerised Personnel Information System
A comparatively large percentage of the responses
(41.2%) reveals that other departments in the company had
a favourable image of the computerised personnel
information system. Negative feedback was rarely found,
except 5.9% cited the same (Table 22.0).
However, this finding must be read with caution for
it is human propensity not to give answers that will
tarnish colleagues' image.
Image of Human Resources Department
After Computerisation
54.9% of the respondents would anticipate or
experienced a change of the human resources department's
status after installing the computerised personnel
information 'system. Amongst them, all indicated an
enhanced image. On the other hand, 17% would foresee or
encountered no change in image at all (Table 23.0).
Generally speaking, the responses point to a positive
post-computerisation image of the human resources
department.
Notwithstanding, the findings must again be treated
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with caution as socially desirable responses might have
been given.
Training Arrangement
45.1% of the respondents revealed that the in-house
system group was the principal initiator in training
arrangement whereas the personnel department played a
secondary role (29.4%) (Table 24.1). However, this is
related to which system development alternative had been
chosen.
Besides, joint training arrangement between the
personnel department and the in-house system group was not
uncommon.
11.8% of the respondents claimed that the personnel
department provided training 49.0% indicated that this
was done by the in-house system group and 12.0%. answered
that outside consultancy was the trainer (Table 24.2).
This is primarily consistent with the training initiation
pattern, showing that the personnel department played only
a secondary role in system development in most of the
cases.
The time elapsed between training and system
implementation was found to be fairly lengthy (Table
24.3).
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System Compatibility (Table 25.0
35.3% of the respondents stated that the system was
compatible with other existing systems, while 45.1%
indicated otherwise.
Security Control
A single-password level security system was the
most common security device used (80.4%). As to
departmental or other more sophisticated password devices,
their availability was not so common (35.3%) (Table 26.1).
The above figures indicate that security for computerised
personnel information systems was 'still not elaborated.
56.9% of the respondents replied that an audit trail
was available. The majority of them tended to have it
available on an ad hoc basis (21.6%) (Tables 26.2 26.3)..
As to security at the organisational level, 78.4%
of the respondents claimed that the files were only
accessed to a small group of senior management (Table
26.4).
At the functional level, 34.0% of the respondents
preferred to have both data entry and enquiry assigned
separately to different staff in the personnel department
(Table 26.5).
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Cost-effectiveness Evaluation (Table 27.0)
The Human Resources Department was named as the main
evaluator of the cost-effectiveness of the system (72.5%).
Moreover, it was also found that sometimes the
evaluation was a joint exercise by the Human Resources




The Case Study (Chapter V) and Key Survey Findings
(Chapter VII) show that the following points may be of
importance for human resources management professionals
when developing computerised personnel information
systems.
Choice of System Development Alternatives
Advances in computer technology and the changing
requirements of human resources management can make the
present computerised personnel information systems
obsolete. Therefore, the personnel department should
always keen all development options onPn_
The order of choice should be as follows: (i) package
purchase (ii) advice from outside consultancy and (iii)
in-house system development. The reason is that the first
choice is less time-consuming. Most important of all,
options (i) and (ii) can take advantage of the latest
technoloav and expertise.
As each alternative imposes its own financial and
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manpower constraints on system development, companies with
different amount of resources should choose their most
optimal development alternative. For companies which do
not have strong in-house system support, package purchase
is the most suitable option. If strong in-house system
support is available and tailor-made solutions are
required, in-house development will be the most
appropriate choice. Therefore, this alternative fits MNCs
and large local companies.
Prioritisation
The computerised personnel information system must be
designed to fit a group of personnel policies that are of
high priority to the company. Therefore, when the
personnel policies stress salary and benefits
administration, this personnel area should be given
priority in computerisation.
This development strategy is manageable and result-
oriented. Therefore, it suits the incremental and short-
term benefits desired by some human resources management
professionals. Likewise, for those who emphasise long-
term benefits, computerisation of a set of priority
personnel functions provides a base for further
enhancements of the system.
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Selection of Oneratino System
When experienced system specialists are difficult to
recruit in some circumstances, e.g., labour shortage and
brain drain, common operating systems should be used as
far as possible. It is because common operating systems
are known by all computer professionals. This will
minimise the problem of recruiting qualified computer
specialists who can deal with uncommon operating systems.
System Personalisation
When MNCs develop their computerised personnel
information systems for their regional headquarters or
subsidiaries in Hong Kong, the employee name should
preferably be used as the primary search key.
The argument is as follows: human resources
management is a people-oriented discipline. Given the
discipline's changing role and social changes, human
resources have become an increasingly important asset for
all organisations. Therefore, people-oriented personnel
policies should not be confined to organisational rules
and practices, but extended to the work setting. In this
case, a. computerised personnel information system is part
of that setting. Consequently, personalisation of the




A comprehensive personnel system should be developed
with integration of the personnel information system,
payroll administration system, office automation and
wordprocessing. Separate systems tend to be error-prone.
Optimal Report Generation
Only required accurate, complete and up-to-date
reports are requested from the system. It is important to
avoid the generation of an almost infinite variety of
reports.
High-Profile Role of Personnel Department
The personnel department should assume a leading and
high-profile role in computerised personnel information
system development. This is important for conveying
unambiguous user requirements to system developers.
The negative effect of low-profile representation by
the personnel department is delay in project progress
since important decisions always have to be referred to
more senior levels. Besides, the image of the project
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would be affected as low-level representation may indicate
inadequate senior management support.
Computer Literacy
Human resources management professionals who are
represented on the project team should preferably be
computer-literate. Besides, computer literacy should be
an additional qualification for future middle- and senior-
ranking human resources management professionals. This
enables them to identify the training needs and problems
which arise in computerised personnel information system
development.
An added advantage of computer literacy is related to
the feature of current system development tools,
especially those pertaining to Fourth Generation Language
(4GL). Compared with the Third Generation Language, a
characteristic of 4GL system development methodologies
lies in the ease of coding. Therefore, "user-oriented"
languages tend to promote more user-system developer
dialogue.
Flexible Application of the SDLC Model
The theory of sequential development adopted by the
commonly used SDLC Model should be flexibly altered as
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circumstances dictate. Various steps of the model should
be by-passed when needed.
Preservation of Familiar Work Flow
Operations of the computerised personnel information
system should tie in with the current work procedures of
the personnel department. This can help smooth the
transition from the manual to the computerised system and




Though the future growth of computerised personnel
information system applications will largely depend on
technological advances, it will also rely on the changing
and expanding role of human resources management.
A number of trends will increasingly transform the
role of human resources management, which point to a
growing demand for more effective computerised personnel
information systems. For example, more elaborate fringe
benefits schemes, requirement for a scientific forecast of
training and development needs, and manpower planning.
The future generation of the work force tends to have
different values and needs. More personalised
compensation schemes will be one of the future
developments in human resources management. Quality of
working life (QWL) will be the focus of employees' needs.
Computerised personnel information systems are an aid
to tackle these issues.
However, there seems to be a discrepancy between
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computerised personnel information system development and
human resources management needs.
The Case Study (Chapter V) shows that the traditional
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Model is not strictly
adhered to in computerised personnel information system
development.
However, the hypothesis of a possible correlation
between level of computer literacy and adherence to the
SDLC Model in system development was not supported in the
survey findings.
A plausible explanation has been put forward, namely,
system specialists have the absolute autonomy in altering
project development steps. It is because system
development is the specialised area' for computer
professionals, therefore they can change the development
steps to suit their own needs.. This signifies an
important implication for human resources management
professionals. Their inadequate participation in
computerised personnel information system development
will lead to an even looser project control.
Hence, the recommendation is that the personnel
department should assume leadership in such projects.
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Literature review (Chapters I- III) draws attention
to the fact that system personalisation is not common and
its implications for human resources management are under-
rated. The only exception is people-oriented industries,
e.g., hotels, which stress the importance of their
employees.
The Case Study (Chapter V) and Key Survey Findings
(Chapter VII) show that recognition of the cultural and
psychological dimensions in system development can be
conducive to reducing the phenomenon of computerphobia
in system implementation.
An important finding is that end-users should be
educated rather than trained in computerised personnel
information system development. In other words, aside
from focusing on system operations, training should also
be given to explaining the file logic and the rationale as
to why the system was developed.
Though human resources management practices differ
amongst industries, the Key Survey Findings show that an
employee-oriented system is not as the same concern as
administrative and clerical efficiency
In this regara, computerised personnel information
systems tend to concentrate on the Basic Personnel Module
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that emphasises general clerical activities and standard
salary and benefits administration.
Partly because of the current brain-drain problem and
largely owing to the prevailing emphasis of human
resources utilisation and auditing, the survey results
(Chapter VII) indicate that more sophisticated uses such
as manpower planning are desired features for future
computerised personnel information systems.
However, Hong Kong is only at its infancy in
computerised personnel information system development.
Current applications only centre in basic personnel
functions such as employee personal records and salary and
benefits administration. These are areas where costs are
easier to quantify. More sophisticated applications such
as decision support are rare. In conclusion,
computerised personnel information system development
would be very likely to remain technically oriented if the





Distribution of Country of origin
NCountry ( %)
1. Hong Kong 17 33.3
2 U.S.A. 18 35.3
4 7.83. Britain
2 3.94. Canada
5. Federal Republic of Germany 1 2.0





11. United Arab Emirates 1 2.0
51Total 100.0
TABLE 2.0
Distribution of Type of Business
Tvpe of Business N ( % )









10. Business Information Service 1 2.0
11. Public Transport 1 2.0
212. Insurance 3.9
213. Oil 3.9
14. Fast Food 1 2.0
15. Educational Recreational 1 2.0
16. Property Development 2 3.9
17. Public Utility 1 2.0





Number of Staff N (%)
1. Less than 100 8 15.7
2. 100- 200 12 23.5
3. 201- 300 5 9.8
4. 301- 400 3.92
5. 401- 500 2 3.9
6. 501 or above 22 43.1
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 3.,
Size of Human Resources Department























Job Title of Respondents
NJob Title (%)
17.6Personnel/Human Resources Manager y
9.85Assistant Personnel/
Human Resources Manager
Senior Personnel Officer 2 3.9
Personnel Officer 5.93
Assistant Personnel Officer 2 3.9
Assistant Administration Manager 5.93
E.D.P. Manager 1 2.0
A.V.P.- Human Resources 1 2.0
Career Development Manager 1 2.0
Human Resources Administration 1 2.0
Manager
Administration/Personnel Supervisor 3 5.9
1 2.0Personnel Administrator
2Personnel Assistant 3.9
Compensation Benefits Manager 2 3.9
1Programmer 2.0
Personnel Administration Manager 3 5.9
Training Officer 1 2.0
Finance Manager 1 2.0
Employee Community Relations Manager 1 2.0
Assistant General Manager 1 2.0
Finance Administration Manager 1 2.0
Senior Personnel Administration 1 2.0
Manager
Assistant Information Systems Manager 2 3.9






















Human Resources Management Working Experience
of Respondents
































Availability of Computerised Personnel Information System








Computerised Personnel Information Systems
NADDlication ( % )
a. Payroll Administration 35 68.7
b. Employee Personal Data 36 70.6
c. Hay Job Evaluation 5 9.8
4d. Recruitment/Selection 7.8
e. Performance Appraisal 18 35.3
f. Training Development 10 19.6
3 5.9g. Discipline/Grievance/Commendation
16h. Redundancy/Dismissal 31.4
i. Employee Relations 2 3.9
9j. Job Evaluation 17.6
6k. Health/Safety/Welfare 11.8
L. Leave Record/Absence 20 39.2
m. Fringe Benefits 19 37.3
n. Employment History 25 49.0
o. Educational Qualification/Skills 22 43.1





Emphasised Human Resources Areas
Response N (x)
a. Payroll Administration 28 54.9
b. Employee Personal Data s 17.6
c. Recruitment/Selection 14 27.4
d. Performance Appraisal 3 5.9
e. Training Development 20 39.1
f. Employee Relations 3 5.9
g. Job Evaluation 1 2.0
h. Leave Record/Absence 5 9.8
i. Discipline/Grievance/Commendation 4 7.8
j. Fringe Benefits 10 19.5
k. Employment History 3 5.9
L. Educational Qualification/Skills 1 2.0
m. Manpower Planning 8 11.8
n. Wordprocessing 1 2.0
o. Software 1 2.0
p. Rules 1 2.0
q. Job Design 1 2.0
r. Management Report 4 7.8
s. Budgeting 1 2.0
t. Communication 1 2.0
u. Salary Information 1 2.0
v. Team Building 1 2.0
w. Compensation 1 2.0




Computerised Personnel Information Systems
Application N ( % )
a. Payroll Administration 9 17.6
b. Employee Personal Data 14 27.5
c. Hay Job Evaluation 6 11.8
d. Recruitment/Selection 17 33.3
e. Performance Appraisal 13 25.5
f. Training Development 24 47.1
g. Discipline/Grievance/Commendation 12 23.5
h. Redundancy/Dismissal 11 21.6
i. Employee Relations 9 17.6
j. Job Evaluation 14 27.5
k. Health/Safety/Welfare 8 15.7
1. Leave Record/Absence 16 31.4
m. Fringe Benefits 12 23.5
n. Employment History 16 31.4
o. Educational Qualification/Skills 18 35.3
p. Manpower Planning 20 39.2
q. Wordprocessing 11 21.6




Kesponse N ( % )
Agree 23 45.1
Disagree 21 41.2
No Answer 7 13.7
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 15.0
Selection of Primary Search Key
(%11Response N ,
I.D. Number 28 54.9
Employee Name 16 31.4
No Answer 7 13.7
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 16.0
Execution of System Development Steps
Step Yes(%) No(%)
a. Feasibility Study 31 (60.8) 3 (5.9)
b. Definition of User Requirements 42 (82.4) 3 (5.9)
c. System Specification 40 (78.4) 3 (5.9)
d. System Design 40 (78.4) 3 (5.9)
e. Program Design Development 41 (80.4) 3 (5.9)
f. System Test 41 (80.4) 3 (5.9)
g. Implementation 41 (80.4) 3 (5.9)
TABLE 17.1





















Project Team Establishment N ( % )
Yes 24 47.1
No 23 45.1
No Answer 4 7.9
Total 5' 100.0
TABLE 18.2
Size of Project Team








No Answer 27 53.0
T n t AI 51 100.0
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TABLE 18.3
Composition of Project Team
uJob Title ( % )
Personnel/Human Resources Manager 3 5.9
Assistant Personnel/ 2 3.9
Human Resources Manager
Senior Personnel Officer 1 2.0
Personnel Officer 1 2.0
Administration Manager 1 2.0
E.D.P. Manager 1 2.0
Administration/Personnel Officer 1 2.0
Compensation Benefits Manager 2 3.9
13 25.5Programmer
Personnel Administration Manager 2 3.9
Assistant Information Systems Manager 1 2.0
Office Automation Manager 1 2.0
6Analyst Programmer 11.8
Personnel/Payroll Assistant 2 3.9
1 2.0Accountant
1DP Co-ordinator 2.0
1System Manager (Computer) 2.0
1Payroll Manager (Finance) 2.0
Senior System Analyst 1 2.0
9System Analyst 17.6
Employee Relations Manager 1 2.0
1User Co-ordinator 2.0
System Officer 1 2.0
Accounting Officer 1 2.0
Personnel Clerk 1 2.0
2Project Leader 3.9
1I/O Clerk 2.0
Computer Operator 1 2.0
Programmer Trainee 1 2.0
4MIS Manager 7.8
TABLE 18.4
Common Task Rote Sharing







Awareness of Local Needs









a. Mainframe Computer 11 21.6
11b. Minicomputer 21 .6
38c. Microcomputer 74.5
Two or more computer versions can be used
simultaneously.
TABLE 20.2
Combination of Computer Versions Used
Version N ( % )
Mainframe and mini-computer 1 1.9
Mainframe and micro-computer 5 9.8




Facility N ( % )
a. Graphics 10 19.6
b. On-line Instruction HELP Screen 37 72.5
c.'Currency Conversion Capability 11 21.6
d. User-friendliness 38 74.5
e. Data-file security 42 82.4
f. Wordprocessing 20 39.2
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TABLE 22.0
Image of Computerised Personnel Information System
Comment N ( % )
a. Favourable 21 41.2
b. No Comment 13 25.5




f. Unfavourable 3 5.9
g. No Answer 11 21.5
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 23.0
Image of Personnel Department After Computerisation
Response N ( % )
Yes 28 54.9
a. Enhanced 28 54.9
b. Lowered
No 17 33.3
No Answer 6 11.8
TABLE 24.1
Training Initiation
Initiator N ( % )
Human Resources Department 15 29.4
In-house Group 23 45.1
Outside Consultancy 6 11.8
No Training Provided 2 3.9





Trainer N ( % )
Human Resources Department 6 11.8
In-house Group 25 49.0
Outside Consultancy 12 23.5
No Training Provided 2 3.9






















Response N ( % )
Yes 18 35.3
No 23 45.1




Level of Password Security
Password Level N(%)
Yes Nc
Individual 41 (80.4) 3 (5.9)
Departmental 18( 5.9) 26 (51.0)
No Answer 7 (13.7)
TABLE 26.2
Availability of Audit Trail
Response N (% )
Yes 29 56.9
No 14 27.5
No Answer 8 15.7
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 26.3
Frequency of Audit Trail Availability






Ad hoc 11 21.6




Restricted Access to Senior Management
Response N ( % )
Yes 40 78.4
No 5 9.8
No Answer 6 11.7
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 26.5
Segregation of Functional Access
Response u ( % )
Yes 34 66.7
No 11 21.6
No Answer 6 11.7
Total 51 100.0
TABLE 27.0
Distribution of Cost-effectiveness Evaluator
Evaluator N ( % )
a. Internal System Audit 9 17.6
b. Outside consultancy 2 3.9
c. Human Resources Department 37 72.5
d. System Analyst/Programmer 9 17.6
e. Top Management 1 2.0
Multiple responses were given for those tables whose
percentages do not tally to 100%.
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APPENDIX 2.01
LIST OF MICROCOMPUTER-BASED PERSONNEL SYSTEMS
Software Package Supplier
The Personnel Assistant Centre-file Ltd.
Compel Personnel System Compel
Profiles/PC Comshare Ltd.
R-Staff I-Data PLC
PERPAC Intereurope Software Design
Personnel 20 International Computers
Ltd. (ICL)




Personnel and Manpower MSS Services Ltd.
Management
Personnel Aid Mimex Business Systems





Quadra Personnel Quadra Computer Services
Management System Ltd.
Radius Personnel Radius Ltd.
System (micro version
Personnel 20 Team Computer Services Ltd.
ABACUS Wyatt Company (UK) Ltd.
Source: Alastair Evans, Computerising Personnel Systems:
A Basic Guide, IPM, 1986, pp. 63-89.
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APPENDIX 2.0:
PERSONNEL INFORMATION CATEGORIES FOR COMPUTERISATION
Category Information for Computerisation
Matching
Personal Details Personal Particulars
Family Information
Skills Qualifications
Employment Details Individual Qualities Aspirations
* Grade History




* Appraisal Disciplinary Records




* Man Specification for Jot





Recruitment Data Source of Applicant
Job Applied for
Educational level of Applicant








Quarters or Housing Allowance
Loans






(e.g. Grade, Title, Profile, Job
Man Specifications)




(e.g. Name of Supervisor,
Account Within Organisation
to be Debited)
Source: Douglas S. L. Tung, Computerised Human
Resources Information Systems, Hong Kong
Computer Journal, November 1988. D. 30.
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APPENDIX 2.03










GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SUBMISSION
OF THE COMPUTERISED RETURN
1. The forms for submission should always be printed
on actual computer stationery, the printout in
respect of each employee should be at least 10cm by
15cm in size. For filing purposes, A4 or A5 size
is recommended.
2. Two copies of the printouts (showing identical
particulars) are required and they should be SORTED
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER in the surname of the
employees, and of these, one copy should be
guillotined so that there is an individual copy for
each employee's file. Sheet number should be
marked on each and every printout in numerical
order starting from '1' corresponding to the
alphabetical sequence.
3. A provision of 12 and 13 alphanumeric characters
should be made for the 'Employer's File No.' and
'Employee's Tax File No.' fields respectively.
4. There is no need for each computerised I.R. 56B to
be signed. The number of computerised returns and
that of manual forms I.R. 56B submitted, if any,
should be stated on the BIR 56A which must be
properly signed and dated. However, any amendments
to the computer printout will require the full
signature of a responsible officer.
5. Although the period of employment is provided in the
computer printouts, it will still be necessary to
notify this Department of any staff changes
throughout the year in respect of commencement and
cessation of employment. I.R.56Bs are not required
for employees who have ceased to be employed and
whose notifications of cessation (I.R.56Fs) have
been previously submitted unless the total
emoluments paid or payable to them for the relevant
period differ from the reported figures. I.R.56Bs
for such ex-employees should carry either a computer
or hand-written note in the following format:-
This I.R.56B supersedes the I.R.56F
previously submitted.
6. As the Standard Form I.R.56B, I.R.56E and I.R.56F
are reviewed every year, this Department reserves
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the right to require any amendment to the computer
format as and when the circumstances warrant.
However, reasonable notice will be given so that
any necessary amendments can be made.
7. For identification and reference purposes,
computerised I.R.56R, IR.56E and I.R.56F should be
separately grouped and submitted to this
Department under separate cover.
8(a). As form May 1983, the Hong Kong Identity Card No.
shown on the new Hong Kong Identity Card bore
either one of the following formats:-
bANNNNNN(C) or
AANNNNNN(C)
where b denotes space
A denotes alphabet
N denotes numeric character
N denotes numeric character or the
alphabet 'A'
(b) You are required to print on your computerised
returns the Hong Kong Identity Card No. of those
employees who have already obtained new Hong Kong
Identity Cards.
(c) Space or hyphen should not be left/inserted
between the alpha and the numeric characters.
9. Surnames made up of two Chinese characters, e.g. AU
YEUNG, SZE TO etc. should be written in either one
of the following two formats:-
(i) AUYEUNG (no space between AU and YEUNG)
(H) SZETO or SZE-TO




11. The field 'MARITAL STATUS' should be represented by
a numeric code as follows:-
1= SINGLE/WIDOWED/DIVORCED/SEPARATED
2= MARRIED
12. The 'PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT' should be expressed by
numeric characters in the form DD/MM/YY, e.g. From
01/04/87 to 31/03/88.
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13. 'PARTICULARS OF QUARTERS PROVIDED' should be
provided with a numeric code to indicate whether




14. A numeric code should be provided for to indicate
whether the employee was wholly or partly paid by
an overseas concern either in Hong Kong or






COMPARISON BETWEEN CUE-BIC AND SYSTEM BUILDER
CUE- BIC
1. Has Office Automation.
2. Extended Terminal Control Language (TCL) is available.
Can provide HELP facilities and allow the
administrator to define security for it.
3. B-Trees and soundex searching methods are available.
4. A one-line message can be used. The user can send the
message to one or all users.
5. Letters and forms will be in the next release.
6. Full-screen editor.
7. Allow the user to change the source code.
8. Paragraph Builder (ACCESS) is available. Therefore,
the user can retrieve information from data base.
This option can also be restricted by defining
security.
9. More detailed documentation in general.
10. Batch processing can be run in a specific queue, at
specific time and on a specific line.
11. More parameters can be used to run a process, e.g.,
range of period, stop other process while running.
These parameters are very helpful in order to ensure
system efficiency.
12. Audit file is updated with time, user-id, before and
after image.
13. Powerful security. The options are:
a. Breach enquiry and clearance
b. Password initialisation
c. Password roll-over
d. Security can be defined down to field level for
Paragraph Builder.
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14. The whole Cue-Bic application environment can be in
one account, and the users can have different user-ids
and different passwords. Therefore, the entire
environment is better controlled.
SYSTEM BUILDER
1. No office automation.
2. TCL commands are only available in PICK 0/S, therefore
no security can be defined.
3. Only available in the coming release.
4. Not available.
5. Letters and forms are available.
6. No full-screen editor.
7. The user is not recommended to change the source code
because if any filed definitions related to that file
is changed, the changes have to be applied again.
Therefore, it is difficult for maintenance.
8. Not available.
9. Limited choices in documentation.
10. Not available.
11. Not many parameters when compared to Cue-Bic.
12. Audit file is updated before and after image only.
13. Security can only be defined through Password
Definitions, which can only define security down to
privilege level.
14. If the users want to use one account in System
Builder, they will have the same user-id with
different passwords. Therefore, the users may be
confused by this approach. The other approach is to
create many user accounts and link up with the main
application account. However, this is not a good
approach.













Study of Computerised Personnel Information Systems
I am a post-graduate student from the MBA
Programmes of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Currently, I am conducting a territory-wide survey
regarding the development and application of
computerised human resources management systems in Hong
Kong companies. In this regard, I would like to seek
your co-operation in giving valuable views on the
questions outlined in the enclosed questionnaire. Your
opinions will be useful for the practical application of
the captioned system in the territory. The answers
given will be treated with the strictest
confidentiality. Therefore, I would be most grateful if
you can return the completed questionnaire to the
.undersigned in the attached self-addressed envelope
BEFORE 15th March. 1989_
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Should you have any further queries, please do not
hesitate to contact Miss Jean Yuen of the MBA Programmes
on 0-6952786 during office hours or my project advisor,
Dr. G. R. Waters, on 0-6952059 or the undersigned on 5-
8424701 on Thursdays.










Questionnaire No.:0 Name of Company
Country of Origin:
Type of Business : 1. Computer/ 4. Banking /Fingance
Info.Techno.
2. Trading 5. Manufacturing
3. Retailing 6. Others
Please tick "/" the most suitable answer(s)in the following questions.
1. Company size 1.Less than 100




6. 501 of above
2.No.of staff in Human Resources/Personnel Department:
3. Are you a subsidiary of a multi -national corporation ?
1. Yes 2. No
(a) Is it a regional headquarters ? 1. Yes 2. No
4. Is decentralised human resources management being practised here ?
1. Yes 2. No
5. Has a Computerised Personnel information system (CPIS) been
installed?
1. Yes 2. No
(a) Has a CPIS been planned or about
to be installed ?
1. Yes 2. N
*PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW
AS IF YOU WERE PLANNING A CPIS*
6. What are the reasons for installing the CPIS?
(Please tick"/" and rank your selections in DESCENDING order of













7. The system was developed
1. with in-house system support
2. by buying existing package(s)
3. by seeking outside consultancy
8. Has a project team been set up to handle the computerisation
2. No1. Yesproject?
-(a) Number of project team staff involved:




(c) Do some of the above named team members
share a common task role, e.g. personnel
manager and project leader?
2. No1. Yes
9. Age of CPIS: (N.B.: Please skip this question if the CPIS is only
in the planning stage.)
3. 6- 10 years1. Less than 2 years
4. More than 10 years2. 2- 5 years
10. Type(s) of computer currently used for human resources functions





11. Are the following features available for the system?
2. No1. Yesa. Graphics
b. On-line instruction and
2. No1. Yeshelp screen
c. Currency conversion
2. No1. Yescapability
2. No1. Yesd. User-friendliness
2. No1. Yese. Data file security
12. Is the system linked to a wordprocessing system?
2. No1. Yes
13. Would you recommend the system INTACT to the company's other
2. Nooverseas subsidiaries? 1. Yes
14. What are other departmental feedbacks about the system?
a. Favourable b. No Comment c. Unfavourable
d. Complementary to other office automation systems
e. Superfluous____ f. Costly___.
15. Who appraise(s) the cost-effectiveness of the CPIS?
a. Internal system audit b. Outside consultancy
c. Human Resources Department d. Design Analyst/Programmer
e. Others (please specify)
16. Based on what criteria is the cost-effectiveness of the CPIS
evaluated?
17. How do you rate the benefits of the system in terms of time
horizon?
b. Immediate c. Short-terma. Incremental
d. Long-range
18. Do you anticipate or experience any change of Human Resources
Department's status or image after computerisation?
2. No1. Yes
b. Enhanceda. Lowered
19. Has the personnel department been approached more frequently
with staff enquiries after installation of the CPIS?
b. Noa. Yes
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20. Who arranges training?
b. In-house system groupa. Human Resources Department
d. No training providedc. Outside consultancy
21. Who provides training? (N.B.: Please omit this question it the
answer for Q. 20 is d.)
b. In-house system groupa. Human Resources Department
c. Outside consultancy d. No training provided
22. (i) How long has time elapsed between training and actual
implementation of the system?___ Day(s)
(ii) How many training sessions been provided?___
(iii) Has the training session covered the following
2. No1. Yesa. Operation of the system
2. Nob. The logic between the different files 1. Yes
c. The rationale behind the development
2. Nc1. Yesof the system
23. Is the system compatible with other existing system(s) in the
2. Nocompany? 1. Yes
24_ Are individualasswords available for the system 1
2. No1. Yes
29 _nnrr from individual passwords, is a department password
2. No1. Yesavailable for the CPIS?
26. Is an audit trail available to keep track of amendments and
deletions of records in the CPIS?
2_ No1. Yes




4. Once a month
5. Intermittent
6. Ad hoc
27. Are the files designed in such a way that access is only
restricted to a small group of senior management?
1. Yes 2. No
Why?
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29. Do you agree with the following statement?
A group headquarters-based CPIS can be applied universay to Its
overseas subsidiaries or regional headquarters with only minimal
alterations in hardware.
2. No1. Yes
30. How will you place the following two fields on a screen?
(Please insert 1 for the first position and 2 for the
second.)
2. I.D. No. (e.g. staff ID or HKID)1. Employee Name
Please state the reason(s) for your choice:
31. Please identify the steps ACTUALLY carried out in developing
the aforesaid CPIS by putting a tick 11/11 beside the step taken.
a. Feasibility study
b. Definition of user requirements
c. System specification
d. System design
e. Program design development
f. System test
g. Implementation (Live run)
32. (i) Please list the records CURRENTLY held on the CPIS by putting
a tick/ at the appropriate place. (N.B.: Please also check




b. Employee personal data















r. Others (please specify)
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(ii) What specialised human resources functions your company are
of utmost concern?
33_ Do you agree with the following statement.
Human resources management professionals should preferably have
computer knowledge if the system is to be well thought through,
2. Nodesigned and implemented.? 1. Yes
34. How do you rate your level of computer literacy?
(Please circle the appropriate numeral.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
VeryVery
HighLow
35. Please name your incumbent job title:
36. How long have You been in the current position?____ years
37. How long have you been in the personnel field?____ year.,
END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION
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APPENDIX 6.02
LIST OF COMPANIES WHICH DECLINED




YesHong Kong Shanghai Established
PolicyBanking Corporation
n i t t n YesIBM Hong Kong/China
Trading Corporation
Ditto YesShell Co., Ltd.
The Great Eagle Group Ditto No






3M Hong Kong Ltd. Ditto No




LIST OF SAMPLED COMPANIES
1. Northern Telecom (Asia) Ltd.
2. GEC (Hong Kong) Ltd.
3. Performa (Asia) Limited
4. Samsung Electronics (H.K.) Ltd.
5. Bank of America
6. British-American Tobacco Co. (H.K.) Ltd.
7. Olivetti (Hong Kong) Ltd.
8. Yaohan Hong Kong Ltd.
9. China Light Power Co. Ltd.
10. NCR (Hong Kong) Ltd.
11. IBM China/Hong Kong Corporation
12. Credit Agricole
13. AT T Asia/Pacific Inc.
14. Computasia Ltd.
15. Sharp-Roxy (H.K.) Ltd.
16. Arthur Young
17. DHL International Ltd.
18. Cafe De Coral Group.Ltd.
19. Toppan Moore (H.K.) Ltd.
20. Bank of China
21. Colgate-Palmolive (H.K.) Ltd.
22. American President Lines Ltd.
23. Thomas Cook Travel Services (H.K.) Ltd.
24. Sulzer (H.K) Ltd.
25. Johnson Johnson (H.K.) Ltd.
26. Wang Pacific Ltd.
27. Du Pont Asia Pacific Ltd.
28. Telerate (Asia Pacific) Ltd.
29. Texas Instruments Asia Ltd.
30. The Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corp.
31. Bank of Credit Commerce Hong Kong Ltd.
32. Kowloon-Canton Railway Corp.
33. Philips (Hong Kong) Ltd.
34. Aoki Corp.
35. Lane Crawford
36. National Semiconductor Asia Marketing Ltd
37. Digital Equipment Hong Kong Ltd.
38. Union Carbide Asia Ltd.
39. Electrolux (Far East) Ltd.
40. Standard Chartered Bank
41. Janssen Pharmaceutica
42. AMP Products Pacific Ltd.
43. Motorola Asia Ltd.
44. International Computers Hong Kong Limited
45. John Swire Sons (H.K.) Ltd.
46. Epson Electronics Trading Ltd.
47. Lafe Holdings Ltd.
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48. Carrier Hong Kong Ltd.
49. Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd.
50. EC Hong Kong Ltd.
51. American Express International Inc.
52. Swiss Bank Corp.
53. Shell Hong Kong Ltd.
54. Maersk Hong Kong Ltd.
55. Data General
56. Ocean Park Corp.
57. Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd.
58. Chi Wo Properties Ltd.
59. Raychem Corp.
60. Bond Corporation International Ltd.
61. Wharf Properties Ltd.
62. Dun Bradstreet (H.K.) Ltd.
63. PKbanken
64. Mobil Oil Hong Kong Ltd.
65. Mattel Toys (H.K.) Ltd.
66. Glaxo Hong Kong Ltd.
67. The East Asiatic Co. (H.K.) Ltd.
68. Far East Hydrofoil Co. Ltd.
69. CarLingford Insurance Co., Ltd.
70. Jusco Store (H.K.) Co. Ltd.
71. Sandoz Industrial Chemicals Ltd. Hong Kong
72. Roche Pharmaceuticals Chemicals Ltd.
73. TNT Skypak
74. The Hong Kong Electric Co. Ltd.
75. The Great Eagle Group
76. Asia Television Ltd.
77. Kodak (Far East) Ltd.
78. Hewlett-Packard Hong Kong Ltd.
79. CIBA-GEIGY (Hong Kong) Ltd.
80. Mass Transit Railway Corporation
81. Reuters South East Asia Ltd.
82. Cable Wireless Systems Ltd.
83. Unisys China Ltd.
84. Price Waterhouse
85. Jardine Fleming Holdings Ltd.
86. The Kowloon Motor Bus Co. (1933) Ltd.
87. Odyssey International Ltd.
88. WYSE Technology (H.K.) Ltd.
89. NMB Bank
90. Asea Brown Boveri Hong Kong Ltd.
91. 3M Hong Kong Ltd.
92. Hutchison Whampoa Ltd.
93. ICI (China) Ltd.
94. Westpac Banking Corporation
95. Bull HN Information Systems (HK) Ltd.
96. Sime Darby Hong Kong Limited
97. Fujitec (H.K.) Co., Ltd.
98. Hong Kong International Terminals Ltd.
99. American Express Bank Ltd.
100. First Pacific Bank Limited
101. The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
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102. Apple Computer International Ltd.
103. H.K. Dragon Airlines Ltd.
104. Citibank N.A.
105. The Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club
106. The Hong Kong China Gas Company Ltd.
107. Dataprep (Hong Kong) Ltd.
108. Gammon Construction Ltd.
109. Warner Lambert
110. Edward Keller Group
111. Citicorp/Citibank N.A.
112. The Gold Peak Industries Group
113. Pizza Hut
114. Omni Hotels Asia-Pacific
115. Nedlloyd (H.K.) Ltd.
116. Philip Morris Asia Inc.
117. Essex Asia Limited
118. Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.
119. Schroders Asia Limited
120. Procter Gamble Hong Kong Ltd.
121. The Gap (Far East) Ltd.
122. Tonka Kenna Parker Toys (H.K.) Ltd.
123. Hopewell Group of Companies
124. Orient Overseas Container Line Ltd.
125. Adidas Handels AG (HK Branch)
126. Cargill Hong Kong Ltd.
127. General Electric Company
128. Banco Exterior De Espana S.A.
129. TDK Hong Kong Co., Ltd.
130. Commodore Electronics Limited (HK Branch)
131. Cosa Liebermann Trading Ltd.
132. Dennison Trading Hong Kong Ltd.
133. AmphenoL East Asia Ltd.
134. Hill Knowlton Asia Ltd.
135. Semi-Tech Microcomputer (Far East) Ltd.
136. Cyanamid (Far East) Ltd.
137. Japan Air Lines
138. National Mutual Insurance Co., Ltd.
139. AST Research (Far East) Ltd.
140. Security Pacific Asian Bank
141. Deloite Haskins Sells
142. Ernst Whinney
143. Leighton Contractors (Asia) Ltd.
144. Hang Seng Bank Ltd.
145. Shui On (Contractors) Ltd.
146. Tian An Development Co., Ltd.
147. A.S. Watson Co., Ltd.
148. Mast Industries (Far East) Ltd.
149. John D. Hutchison Group Ltd.
150. Hotel Furama Inter-Continental
151. New World Hotel International Ltd.
152. BASF China Ltd.
153. Amoco Chemicals Far East Ltd.
154. Esso Hong Kong Co. Ltd.
155. Radofin Electronics (Far East) Ltd.
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156. Monsanto Far East Limited
157. Midland Bank PLC
158. BP Hong Kong Ltd.
159. Union Bank of Switzerland
160. Racal-Redac Asia Limited
161. Otis Elevator Company (H.K.) Ltd.
162. Jardine Matheson Co. Ltd.
163. Computer Land Ltd.
164. The Manufacturers Life Insurance Group
165. Squibb (Far East) Ltd.
166. The Sumitomo Trust Banking Co., Ltd.
167. Caterpillar Far East Limited
168. Dow Corning Asia
169. Bankers Trust Company
170. Toshiba Electronics Asia Ltd.
171. Levi Strauss (Far East) Ltd.
172. KLeinwort Benson (Hong Kong) Limited
173. Honeywell China Inc.
174. Byrne Co.
175. State Street Asia Ltd.
176. Henderson Real Estate Agency Ltd.
177. Russ Berrie Co., Inc. (Hong Kong office)
178. Telemecanique Asia Pacific Ltd.
179. Computer Products Asia-Pacific Ltd.
180. Ericsson AB P
181. Bayer (China) AG
In view of the nature of their activities, these
organisations are treated as profit-making business
concerns.
Discarded from final sample because of late receipt.
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APPENDIX 6.04
LIST OF SURVEY PARTICIPANT COMPANIES
1. Northern Telecom (Asia) Ltd.
2. British-American Tobacco Co. (H.K.) Ltd.
3. China Light Power Co. Ltd.
4. AT T Asia/Pacific Inc.
5. Arthur Young**
6. DHL International Ltd.
7. Cafe De Coral Group Ltd.
8. Colgate-Palmolive (H.K.) Ltd.
9. Bank of Credit Commerce Hong Kong Ltd.
10. Philips (Hong Kong) Ltd.
11. Lane Crawford
12. Digital Equipment Hong Kong Ltd.
13. AMP Products Pacific Ltd.
14. Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd.
15. Maersk Hong Kong Ltd.
16. Ocean Park Corp.*
17. Wharf Properties Ltd.
18. Dun Bradstreet (H'.K.) Ltd.
19. Mobil Oil Hong Kong Ltd.
20. Glaxo Hong Kong Ltd.
21. Far East Hydrofoil Co. Ltd.
22. Cartingford Insurance Co., Ltd.
23. Sandoz Industrial Chemicals Ltd. Hong Kong
24. Roche Pharmaceuticals Chemicals Ltd.
25. Hewlett-Packard Hong Kong Ltd.
26. Mass Transit Railway Corporation
27. Odyssey International Ltd.
28. NMB Bank
29. Westpac Banking Corporation
30. First Pacific Bank Limited
31. Dataprep (Hong Kong) Ltd.
32. Citicorp/Citibank N.A.
33. Nedlloyd (H.K.) Ltd.
34. Schroders Asia Limited
35. Procter Gamble Hong Kong Ltd.
36. The Gap (Far East) Ltd.
37. Hopewell Group of Companies
38. Orient Overseas Container Line Ltd.
39. General Electric Company
40. AST Research (Far East) Ltd.
41. Deloitte Haskins Sells
42. Shui On (Contractors) Ltd.
43. Tian An Development Co., Ltd.
44. John D. Hutchison Group Ltd.
45. Hotel Furama Inter-Continental
46. New World Hotel International Ltd.
47. Esso Hong Kong Co. Ltd.
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48. Jardine Matheson Co., Ltd.
49. The Manufacturers Life Insurance Group
50. Bankers Trust Company**
51. Toshiba Electronics Asia Ltd.
52. Computer Products Asia-Pacific Ltd.
53. Bayer (China) AG
In view of the nature of their activities, these
organisations are treated as profit-making business
concerns.
Discarded from final sample because of late receipt.
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APPENDIX 6.05
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